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Struggling readers, or students who read below grade level but have strong 
phonological awareness, may benefit from using instructional tools like graphic 
organizers (GOs) while reading. The purpose of this study was to investigate the 
relationship between reading comprehension and teacher-generated graphic organizers 
(GOs) as they support executive function for struggling readers. The use of GOs to 
support reading comprehension was grounded in cognitive load theory as it combines 
with the construction-integration model of reading to highlight the importance and 
potential weakness of executive function. Although researchers have identified 
component parts of reading comprehension and different instructional tools for 
supporting working memory and reading comprehension, research has not looked for the 
potential support relationship between executive function and instructional tools like 
GOs. The study investigated to what extent do teacher-generated graphic organizers 
improve reading comprehension for underachieving readers and to what extent do 
graphic organizers influence reading comprehension when controlling for executive 
function (EF; student and parent ratings of executive function, working memory, and 
inhibition)?  
In a between and within groups design, 21 ninth grade students assigned to two 
sections of a remedial English class (Class A n = 11, Class B n = 10) participated in a 3-
week short-story unit. The dependent variable was reading-comprehension quiz score.  
Findings show that independent-samples t tests compared the reading-comprehension 
quiz scores for each quiz by treatment (GO or no GO) and found there was no statistically 
	iii 
significant difference between classes. In addition, a partial correlation was used to 
correlate the use of teacher-generated GOs and reading comprehension when controlling 
for executive-function composite (student and parent ratings of executive function, 
working memory, and inhibition). Correlations did not show any statistical significance. 
This study combined research that is typically conducted in the lab in one-on-one testing 
(i.e., neuropsychological testing) and classroom testing (i.e., reading comprehension) to 
highlight the importance of both the individual student challenge and teacher 
instructional tools. Future studies may focus on increasing sample size to improve 
statistical power to detect statistical significance, investigating the influence of educator 
engagement with teacher-generated GOs, and which visual components are most useful 
when included in a GO.  
Keywords: Executive Function, Graphic Organizers, Struggling Readers, Reading 
Comprehension 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY 
To be effective in the classroom, educators must understand the complex 
processes that allow students to comprehend what they read. Many teachers are aware 
that phonemic awareness (Snow, 2002), a strong vocabulary (Beck, Perfetti, & 
McKeown, 1982), and access to quality literature and literacy experiences support the 
comprehension of text (Duke, Purcell-Gates, Hall, & Tower, 2011; Snow, 2002). They 
also need to know, however, that executive functioning skills, such as attention, 
inhibition, and working memory also play a key role in understanding print (Best, Floyd, 
& Mcnamara, 2008). Executive function and its component parts have a deep connection 
with reading development and the growth of reading comprehension and eventual reading 
success (Cartwright, 2012). When students show challenge with executive function, 
reading scores may be lower than their peers. Teachers can support students, and 
particularly underperforming students, by supplying them with learning aides that lessen 
the demands placed on executive functioning skills, allowing them to comprehend, retain, 
and transfer information when reading (Mayer, 2002). In addition to previewing, reading 
guides, and accessing prior knowledge, graphic organizers (GOs), which are nonlinear 
displays or graphically displayed information, are useful learning supports (Robinson et 
al., 2011; Sweller, 2010; van Merriënboer, Schuurman, de Croock, & Paas, 2002). 
Graphic organizers are one of the most effective tools for supporting reading 
comprehension (Crooks, White, & Barnard, 2007; Dexter & Hughes, 2011; Horton, 
Lovitt, & Bergerud, 1990; Katayama & Robinson, 2000; Robinson et al., 2011), by 
presumably mitigating the demands placed on the executive functioning system.  
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Executive function is an umbrella term that encompasses higher order cognitive 
functions that enable problem solving, planning, and goal-direction (Kieffer, Vukovic, & 
Berry, 2013). Attention, inhibition, and working memory are interrelated component 
parts of executive function. In other words, executive function works as the central 
executive or “office,” coordinating actions while reading and comprehending. Attention, 
or attention shifting, is the action of being able to control a shift of attention from one 
action to another (Miyake et al., 2000). There are three parts of inhibition that develop 
over time: interference control, negative priming (inhibiting a response in one activity 
and in a second activity naming the ignored object), and ignoring peripheral information 
(Kintsch & van Dijk, 1978; Nigg, 2000). Working memory is where information is stored 
initially and manipulated before a reader decides what information is important to keep 
and what is not useful for the task at hand (Alloway, Gathercole, Willis, & Adams, 2004). 
There is evidence that working memory suffers the most when there are challenges with 
attention and inhibition (e.g., inefficient regulation of attention and inhibition; Pimperton 
& Nation, 2012). 
How do GOs work and why are they so effective? On a basic level, reading is the 
process of automatically reading words, combining words to form images, and then being 
able to focus on the main ideas (Kintsch & van Dijk, 1978). GOs draw the reader’s 
attention to the higher-level topics and their interrelationships, facilitate inhibition by 
reducing cognitive energy spent on deciphering lower-level aspects of the text, and 
support working memory, which is involved in word identification and sentence-level 
processing (Vekiri, 2002). Through the use of symbols and placement of main ideas on 
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the page, GOs can scaffold reading comprehension (Kintsch & van Dijk, 1978) within 
and across genres of text (Bergerud, Lovitt, & Horton, 1988; Horton et al., 1990; 
Katayama & Robinson, 2000; Nesbit & Adesope, 2006).  
The majority of research on GOs has focused on how to support students who 
struggle with reading (Dexter & Hughes, 2011; Dye, 2000; Kim, Vaughn, Wanzek, & 
Wei, 2004; Nesbit & Adesope, 2006). Broadly, results from these studies indicate that 
struggling readers benefit most from the use of GOs—relative to students who are more 
skilled at reading comprehension (Dexter & Hughes, 2011). Further, not only has the use 
of GOs been associated with improvement on reading-comprehension tests for students 
with learning challenges, but also has been related to improved vocabulary acquisition 
and conceptual understanding (Crooks et al., 2007; Fishley, Konrad, Hessler, & Keesey, 
2013; Horton et al., 1990; McCrudden, Schraw, Lehman, & Poliquin, 2007; Robinson et 
al., 2011). Research indicates that students may benefit from instructional techniques like 
GOs because these tools focus attention and support inhibition and working memory; in 
other words, GOs may work to scaffold or support executive-functioning skills during 
reading (Sesma, Mahone, Levine, Eason, & Cutting, 2009; Stull & Mayer, 2007; Vekiri, 
2002). Thus, GOs are particularly useful for underperforming readers—presumably 
because they have weaknesses in executive function. 
It is important to recognize that students, those who struggle with reading 
comprehension, should be cared for in the classroom in such a way that they are 
supported while reading.  It is a challenge when labeling a group of learners not to imply 
that there is something wrong or defective with the student, rather, the implication of this 
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research should point to the design of the educational environment should provide 
students who struggle with reading, explicit and highly qualified teaching and teaching 
tools (Dudley & Paugh, 2004).  Educators and research need to continue to strive to 
develop reading strategies to use in the classroom that will continue the development of 
readers who struggle with comprehension. 
In summary, when students are reading below grade level, they are more likely to 
recall the central ideas when reading is supported by a GO than when they learn solely 
from the text (O’Donnell, Dansereau, & Hall, 2002). GOs support the learner by 
mitigating the demands placed on executive function (Horton et al., 1990). Less is 
known, however, about the practical aspects of using GOs and how they relate to 
attention, inhibition, and working memory in the heterogeneous classroom context. This 
study examines the use of GOs and their relationship to executive-functioning skills and 
reading performance in a ninth-grade remedial English classroom. 
Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this study was to investigate the relationship between reading 
comprehension and teacher-generated GOs as they support executive function (inhibition, 
attention, and working memory) for struggling ninth grade readers in a remedial English 
high-school classroom. To this end, 21 ninth-grade students engaged in reading-
comprehension tasks with and without GOs and were given neuropsychological 
assessments to measure executive function (e.g., inhibition, attention, and working 
memory). GOs gave students a visual outline of a short story to help scaffold the central 
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information so that executive function will not be overloaded while reading. The question 
was: Are GOs an appropriate support for struggling readers?  
Before the course began, the students were assessed using five different 
neuropsychological tests. Using a within and between groups design, 21 ninth-grade 
students in two sections of a remedial English class used GOs while reading four short 
stories. Class A used a GO alongside Story 2 and Story 4, and Class B used a GO for 
Story 1 and Story 3. At the end of each story, the students took a reading-comprehension 
quiz comprised of six free-response questions. The combination of neuropsychological 
and classroom assessments furthered the existing research on executive function (e.g., 
inhibition, attention, and working memory), reading comprehension, and GOs. 
Theoretical Framework 
This study employs two theoretical frameworks. These two theoretical 
frameworks complement each other and complete a landscape that includes the reader, 
the processes required for successful reading comprehension, and the instructional tools 
to support reading comprehension. Kintsch’s (1994, 1998) construction-integration model 
of text comprehension outlines the complex cognitive functions involved in reading 
comprehension, whereas cognitive load theory helps to conceptualize working memory 
and how a visual cue (i.e., a GO) may support reading comprehension as students bring in 
information (Mayer, 2002). Figure 1 provides a conceptualization in the form of a GO 
that visually combines both theories. Both the construction-integration model of text 
comprehension and cognitive load theory hypothesize that working memory has a limited 
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capacity and that its fundamental structure plays a key role in the processes involved in 
reading comprehension. 
As depicted in Figure 1, both cognitive load theory and the construction-
integration model of text comprehension place working memory as the first stop, where 
information lands as it enters into the learner’s mind. If understanding and eventual 
transfer are going to occur, information needs to move efficiently from working memory 
to long-term memory (Ericsson & Kintsch, 1995; Kintsch, 1994; Sweller, van 
Merriënboer, & Paas, 1998). The construction-integration model examines the structure 
and process of comprehending wheras cognitive load theory describes the weight that 
words and sentences put on working memory (Kintsch, 1998; Sweller, 1994). 
 
Figure 1. Role of working memory in Cognitive Load Theory and in the Construction-Integration 
Model of text comprehension. 
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Construction-Integration Model of Text Comprehension 
Kintsch (1998) described a model for comprehension of text as a bottom-up, 
cyclical, and complex process that implicates working memory as core to the process. 
The cycle begins by combining words into phrases, and, in turn, phrases are constructed 
to form larger segments of information. As the process continues, the reader integrates 
meaning by combining the sequential segments. The process defines how the reader 
comprehends text by forming whole ideas out of smaller parts (words and sentences). 
Kintsch (1988) theorized that the act of comprehension is chaotic, with many complex 
processes that occur simultaneously and in parallel. Comprehension is described as a 
bottom-up experience for the reader, where the meanings of words and sentences that are 
sensitive to context adjust and flex as the meaning reaches the consciousness of the 
reader (Kintsch, 1998). 
Kintsch’s model (1998) illustrates the complexity of reading comprehension. He 
described two semantic systems that combine to create meaning: the microstructure and 
macrostructure of a text (see Figure 1). The first semantic system starts with the 
construction of words into idea units, or propositional phrases, creating the 
microstructure of the text. The second system, the macrostructure, considers the global 
concepts and their interrelationships within the text as a whole (Kintsch, 1994; Sanjosé, 
Vidal-Abarca, & Padilla, 2006). 
Microstructure  
Kintsch’s (1998) model highlights the complex processes that must work together 
in order for a reader to comprehend text successfully (see Figure 1). The microstructure 
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of a text includes small segments or propositions that represent the most basic segments 
of writing. As these segments (the text base) are processed, the reader uses working 
memory to integrate one propositional segment with the next. Meaning of the text base 
comes directly from the text itself (Kintsch, 1998), for example, knowing the meaning of 
the individual words in the sentence, “The child was going to cross the street.” At the 
same time, understanding and interpreting how the action of crossing a street is 
influenced by the next sentence: “When, all of a sudden, the light turned red.” During 
these stages, working memory is at maximum capacity, and information must be moved 
to long-term memory to make room for the subsequent segments (Kintsch, 1998). The 
initial stage of comprehension-integration may be chaotic and contradictory, influencing 
the weight on working memory, until the larger context and background knowledge can 
be added and construction of meaning occurs (Kintsch, 1998). As the reader forms 
relationships between these nodes of meaning, prior knowledge and experience give rise 
to the macrostructure of the text.  
Macrostructure 
As the smaller pieces of the text combine to create a larger macrostructure, the 
reader starts to apply context and prior knowledge to form the gist or gestalt of the text 
(Kintsch, 1998). Kintsch (1998) used the situational model as the final step in creating a 
mental model of the text. Using the previous example (“The child was going to cross the 
street. When, all of a sudden, the light turned red.”), at this point in reading, the reader 
would need to know that when a light is red, a child should not cross the street. With this 
prior knowledge, the macrostructure of the combined sentences develops the meaning 
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and context. The macrostructure will not have complete meaning until the reader applies 
prior knowledge and experience (the situation model). This knowledge makes the reading 
processes complex and requires the reader to stay on track and inhibit (not be distracted 
by) incorrect word definitions or confusing details. Working memory functions to process 
the microstructure of the text as the macrostructure or gist becomes clear. 
Simultaneously, working memory also recalls general knowledge to form a scaffold of 
interconnected text learned during a reading event (Kintsch, 1998). 
For struggling readers, it may be that reading is a challenge because of limitations 
with their working memory (e.g., verbal recall, phonological awareness; Pimperton & 
Nation, 2012). Kintsch (1998) suggested that a reader must not only recognize the word 
and understand its meaning but also be able to choose the appropriate meaning of the 
word as dictated by the overall meaning of the text (Kintsch, 1988; Sanjosé et al., 2006). 
For example, the reader must be able to inhibit polysemous words (e.g., bank) that have 
the same spellings but different pronunciations or meanings that do not make sense in the 
context of the text. Ericsson and Kintsch (1995) further argued that the amount of mental 
effort required to maintain access to all of the information needed to make sense of word 
reading, including overall text meaning, can tax or overwhelm even the most developed 
reader’s working memory.  
Working memory is fundamental for reading success (Ericsson & Kintsch, 1995; 
Kintsch, 1998). The construction-integration model of text comprehension describes the 
processes that need to happen both simultaneously and repeatedly in order for successful 
reading comprehension to occur. In addition, this model of text comprehension focuses 
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importance on working memory as a fundamental clearinghouse for these different 
processes; when there is a challenge, reading comprehension suffers. Those readers who 
struggle with comprehension may have challenges with constructing schema and 
integrating verbal information while reading. The use of a graphic organizer as a visual 
outline or schema may work as a support for students who have challenges with reading 
comprehension and working memory. 
Cognitive Load Theory 
Cognitive load theory (Sweller, 1994; Sweller et al., 1998), which is more general 
yet complementary to the construction-integration model, delineates how executive-
functioning skills operate during any learning task. The theory is based on two types of 
memory: a permanent knowledge base called long-term memory and a temporary 
immediate-memory called working memory (Kalyuga, 2011). In the context of reading, 
cognitive load theory posits that working memory is a limited storage space where, 
depending on the complexity of the text and the level of expertise of the reader, small 
amounts of memory are stored for a short amount of time during the reading task (Cook, 
2006; Jong, 2009; Kalyuga, 2011; Vekiri, 2002). Information is then transferred and more 
permanently stored in long-term memory (Sweller, 2010). In order for memory to 
become permanent, it must be processed and pass through working memory (Kalyuga, 
2011). Similarly, Ericsson and Kintsch (1995), see the working memory as the central 
office where the central processes of reading comprehension occur.  Working Memory 
becomes an important function while reading. 
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Working Memory 
Working memory is comprised of two systems that function together to process 
information, a supervisory system (the central executive system including inhibition, 
attention, and working memory) and the temporary memory system (visuospatial 
sketchpad, phonological loop, and episodic buffer) and is built for the temporary storage 
and manipulation of material (Alloway et al., 2004). In the phonological loop, verbal 
information is stored episodically and may disappear over time. The episodic buffer is 
also a function of working memory and is where input from one’s conscious experience, 
including verbal and visual information, combines to create episodes or experiences that 
are stored in long-term memory as events to remember. The visuospatial sketchpad is a 
dependent system that is built to process material that is represented with visual or spatial 
characteristics (Alloway et al., 2004). The visuospatial sketchpad manages, manipulates, 
and stores material that can be represented using symbols or images (Alloway, 
Gathercole, & Kirkwood, 2009). Graphic representations of text feed directly into this 
system and, as such, support the other systems by potentially reducing cognitive load and 
allowing for transfer of information to long-term memory.  
Beyond the supervisory and memory systems, each learning event can create three 
types of load, or weight, on working memory (Sweller, 1994; Sweller et al., 1998). In the 
following sections, the three different loads, intrinsic, extraneous, and germane are 
explained. These three different loads are important as they directly influence and affect 
the purpose behind using an instructional tool such as a graphic organizer. 
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Intrinsic Load  
The complexity of the information presented creates what is called intrinsic load. 
According to Sweller (2010), it is not a simple process to change the intrinsic load of a 
learning topic. The intrinsic load of a particular concept is linked to the nature of what is 
being learned. The knowledge of the learner also will affect the intrinsic load of a 
learning event. If the learner has experience with or prior knowledge of the subject, the 
intrinsic load of the topic will be lower than if the learner is a novice who has low or no 
prior knowledge to bring to the learning task (Cook, 2006; Kalyuga, 2011; Sweller, 2010; 
van Merriënboer et al., 2002). Kalyuga (2011) suggested that learning should be managed 
by the teacher in such a way that the load not be too complex as compared with the 
learner’s level of expertise and not so simple that the task is not challenging within the 
available cognitive capacity of the learner’s expertise.  
Extraneous Load  
Unlike intrinsic load, extraneous load can be increased or decreased by the way 
the information is organized and presented (see Figure 1). As a teacher designs a unit of 
study, he or she must take into account and address extraneous load. Extraneous load can 
increase or decrease according to the way the information is organized and presented 
(Sweller, 2010). Extraneous load can be controlled through presentation of information 
and the amount of detail offered (i.e., choosing the amount of detail included during a 
lesson on photosynthesis (Kalyuga, 2011). In addition, the amount of extraneous 
information a student can manage will depend on their prior knowledge of the subject. 
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Germane Load  
Germane load, a third type of load, refers to the effect of the effort required to 
process information on working memory (Kalyuga, 2011). Germane load is dependent on 
the amount of processing required during a task, and thus the demand it places on 
working memory is not easily changed (Kalyuga, 2011).  
In order to support student learning, educators should consider supporting 
germane load and decreasing extraneous load, while doing all they can to support the 
intrinsic load of a learning task. In the current study, students had minimal or no prior 
knowledge of the stories, and as such it was expected that the intrinsic, extraneous, and 
germane loads would be high for this comprehension task.  
Both the construction-integration model and cognitive load theory postulate that 
working memory is fundamental in the initial reading stages and that it plays a key role in 
retention and transfer. Kintsch (1988) situated the importance of working memory in both 
the text-base level and situation model. Kintsch included a second level of working 
memory, the long-term working memory; the reader uses this middle memory (between 
working memory and long-term memory) to hold information close when reading so that 
recall is fast and accurate while forming the situation model (Ericsson & Kintsch, 1995; 
Kintsch, 1998). Sweller and colleagues (1998) described working memory as a central 
executive cognitive structure that should be cared for through design and instruction. The 
authors suggest text design, the skill of the educator who sets up the reading task, and 
scaffolding (GOs) as important and useful ways to ensure that students successfully 
comprehend what they read (Ericsson & Kintsch, 1995; Kintsch, 1998; McNamara, 
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Kintsch, Songer, & Kintsch, 2009). In summary, the construction-integration model and 
cognitive load theory compliment and complete a landscape that includes the reader, 
processes required for successful reading comprehension, and the instructional tools to 
support reading comprehension. 
Types of Graphic Organizers 
Reading researchers and educators consistently agree that GOs are among the top 
eight reading-comprehension supports on the basis that they reduce the demands placed 
on executive-functioning skills (Snow, 2002). Nonlinear displays (graphically displayed 
information) of information are more quickly and easily processed and retained than 
written information (Robinson & Kiewra, 1995; Sweller, 2010; van Merriënboer et al., 
2002).  
Graphic organizers, visual representations of information such as advanced 
organizers, node-link displays, or visual outlines, clarify implicit relationships contained 
in the text in a way that text alone may not (Crooks et al., 2007; Kalyuga, 2011; 
Katayama & Robinson, 2000). There are two separate but interconnected cognitive 
pathways for storing verbal and visual information. In theory, during the act of conjoint 
retention (encoding information visually) images are encoded intact. Conjoint retention 
allows for recall in units, and preserves the original visual properties (Stull & Mayer, 
2007; Vekiri, 2002). Much of the research on conjoint retention includes maps that depict 
geographic information (Verdi & Kullhavy, 2002). When students encode information 
stored on maps and in text, the visual representation can cue the verbal information, and 
the visual unit can be used as a way to recall textual information (Kim, Vaughn, Wanzek, 
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& Wei, 2004; Verdi & Kullhavy, 2002). The formation of the visual unit is the central 
component of conjoint retention. It aims to explain how visual information on maps 
retain their structural form in memory and ultimately assist with recall of textual 
information as it is linked to the visual unit when stored in long-term memory (Vekiri, 
2002). 
There are three main types of GOs used in the classroom that serve different 
purposes in the context of teaching and learning; teacher-generated, partially complete, 
and skeletal. Educators can create a complete graphic representation of information and 
share the image with students (Stull & Mayer, 2007). Complete, author- or teacher-
generated GOs are best used when the prior knowledge of the student is low. For 
example, a teacher-generated GO is most useful when a student is learning a new and 
complex concept. Providing the information in a visual structure supports a novice 
learner’s working memory that easily can be overloaded with new and novel information 
(Kim et al., 2004; Robinson et al., 2011). 
Another form of graphic organizer, the partially complete GO, engages and 
provides a scaffold for the student to complete portions of the schema while he or she 
reads (Katayama & Robinson, 2000). A partially filled GO involves the student in the 
reading and is an important instructional choice when prior knowledge of the student has 
been established (Katayama & Robinson, 2000). Finally, for the relatively knowledgeable 
and experienced reader, educators can share a skeletal drawing or empty GO and ask 
students to complete their own GO while reading. Creating a GO may allow the student 
to consolidate his or her knowledge and teachers can make a quick check for 
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understanding (Cook, 2006; Horton et al., 1990). Consideration of the complexity of the 
reading and student level of knowledge helps determine which type of graphic organizer 
is appropriate (Stull & Mayer, 2007). Teachers can use these GOs strategically to meet 
student need and level of prior knowledge to support reading comprehension. 
Background and Need 
As shown by the NAEP, eight million students in Grades 4 through 12 read below 
grade level (Heller & Greenleaf, 2007). Of those 8 million students, 70% struggle with 
reading comprehension, yet they do not struggle with recognizing words on the page, that 
is, they struggle with understanding what they read (Biancarosa & Snow, 2006). Some 
research accounts for readers who struggle with comprehension by focusing on deficits in 
executive function (Pimperton & Nation, 2010, 2012). When students struggle with 
executive-function processes and working memory, reading comprehension suffers.  
Among other things, the RAND Reading Study Group (RRSG) calls for more 
focused research in reading-comprehension challenges. They note that students in the 
third grade who can decode will not automatically learn to comprehend (Katayama & 
Robinson, 2000; Snow, 2002; Stull & Mayer, 2007). In light of this, the RRSG asked that 
educators continue to explicitly teach reading comprehension through high school. The 
RRSG also asks for an overall increase and better organization of research in the areas of 
instructional support for students in the classroom and better measures of the component 
pieces of reading comprehension (Snow, 2002). 
When it comes to instructional support for students in the classroom, GOs may 
provide a simple and straightforward support for struggling readers. Students may benefit 
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from GOs to scaffold their reading comprehension. With the support of GOs, reading-
comprehension scores of readers who have challenges with reading comprehension will 
improve more than their peers who read at grade level (Dexter & Hughes, 2011). 
Unfortunately, although GOs do act as a useful scaffold, research has not shown that GOs 
alone will increase reading-comprehension scores for struggling readers to the same level 
as their peers (Kim et al., 2004). Educators need a well-developed research base of 
reading interventions that are not only easy to implement but also offer support to 
students who struggle with reading comprehension. There is a paucity of research that 
combines neuropsychological assessment and in-class research. This study will take the 
opportunity to combine laboratory research (neuropsychological testing) with a 
classroom instructional technique (using teacher-generated GOs) in an attempt to 
highlight the usefulness of GOs for students with various cognitive profiles. 
Research Questions 
            Research Question 1: To what extent do teacher-generated graphic organizers 
improve reading comprehension for underachieving readers? 
Research Question 2: To what extent do graphic organizers influence reading 
comprehension when controlling for executive function (EF; student and parent ratings of 
executive function, working memory, and inhibition)? 
Definition of Terms 
For this study the following topics will be defined as described. There may be 
multiple definitions for these terms, but the following definitions explain how terms are 
used and understood in this study 
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Attention is the action of sustaining focus and resisting distraction by superfluous 
information, action, noise, or outside events (Barkley, 1997). Attention also involves the 
ability to regulate activity to the situational demands (Barkley, 1997). In this study, 
attention is operationalized through student and parent response to the Behavior 
Inventory of Executive Function (BRIEF) survey. The BRIEF survey is comprised of five 
subdomains: initiate, working memory, plan/organize, organization of materials, and 
monitor. These subdomains put together create a Global Executive Composite (GEC).  
Executive Function refers to a group of cognitive processes that include planning, 
working memory, and attention processes that are needed to obtain a future goal (Martel, 
Nikolas, & Nigg, 2007). Research identifies the following actions as pieces of executive 
function: set-shifting, inhibition, planning, and working memory (Miyake et al., 2000). 
Neuropsychological assessments included in this study measured different executive-
function processes to investigate whether or not they are challenge for students in the 
remedial English classes. The BRIEF survey contains questions that address many of the 
processes included in executive function; the Delis Kaplan tests (Tower of London, 
Stroop) measure nonverbal and verbal inhibition; and the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for 
Children Working Memory Index (WISC-V WMI) measures working memory. 
Graphic Organizers (GOs) or knowledge maps are a node-link visual display 
where visuospatial representations are used to represent concepts and their relationships 
through the use of symbols and spatial arrangement (Katayama & Robinson, 2000; 
Vekiri, 2002). For this study, the teachers created four teacher-generated graphic 
organizers during 4 one-hour work sessions. See Appendix D for a sample. 
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Inhibition is the ability to control or suppress interference. This suppression may 
slow the expected or primary response. The act of inhibiting an interference may interfere 
with the operations that occur in working memory (Nigg, 2000). Research has separated 
inhibition into two types⎯ nonverbal and verbal⎯ to try and isolate the action of 
inhibition from the act of reading (Locascio, Mahone, Eason, & Cutting, 2010). In this 
study, inhibition is operationalized in two ways: verbal and nonverbal. Assessments 
included in this study that attempted to isolate nonverbal and verbal inhibition are the 
Delis Kaplan Tower of London assessment (nonverbal inhibition) and the Delis Kaplan 
Stroop test (verbal inhibition).  
Narrative is a style of story that describes events that occur through time and that 
tell the reader who did what to whom and why. Narrative text encompasses a wide range 
of genres (biographies, short stories, memoirs, novels, and fables) both fiction and 
nonfiction (Dymock, 2007). In this study, students will read four narrative short stories. 
Reading Comprehension is the process of simultaneously extracting and 
constructing meaning from a text (Sweet & Snow, 2003). Extracting meaning is the 
process of word identification and fluency of reading. Constructing meaning is the 
process of taking the words on the page combined with what previously is understood 
(such as word meanings) and creating new understandings (Kintsch, 1994, 1998; Sanjosé 
et al., 2006). In this study, after reading each narrative short story, students in the 
remedial English class will respond to six free-response questions that assessed their 
understanding of the different themes, general outline of the story (access and retrieve 
questions), and important literary devices (integrate and interpret). In alignment with 
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prior research, free-response questions (versus multiple choice) may better assess if 
students were able to comprehend the story versus single-word comprehension (Keenan, 
Betjemann, & Olson, 2008). The question format was aligned with the question formats 
used in the Programme for International Student Assessment (OECD, 2014).  
Struggling Readers are those readers for whom the identification of words, 
pronunciation, and word-reading fluency are at grade level, but reading comprehension is 
below grade level (Borella, Carretti, & Pelegrina, 2010; Catts, Compton, Tomblin, & 
Bridges, 2012; Clarke, Snowling, Truelove, & Hulme, 2010; Nation & Snowling, 1997; 
Pimperton & Nation, 2010, 2012). Research suggests that the processes of reading and 
understanding a grade-level text places considerable demands on executive function 
(Alloway et al., 2004; Locascio et al., 2010) and that this weight places strain on the 
reader’s ability to follow inferences, vocabulary, and use background knowledge. As a 
result, text comprehension suffers. Inclusion criteria for joining the remedial English 
course include reading-comprehension scores on the High School Placement Test 
(HSPT), the High School Placement Test writing sample, and middle-school English 
grades. 
Teacher-Generated Graphic Organizers are GOs created by teachers or material 
experts that contain accurate and coherent knowledge. Teachers or material experts 
provide novice learners with the essential information, excluding the distracting details, 
and thus avoiding any misinterpretations (Robinson et al., 2011; Robinson & Kiewra, 
2011; Stull & Mayer, 2007). In this study, teacher-generated GOs had been designed 
collaboratively in four 2-hour meetings. The master teachers teaching the English course 
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had in mind their goals for the reading-comprehension assessment and the central ideas 
contained in the four short stories. With these items in mind, they worked together to 
design four graphically represented outlines of the short stories’ themes, main actions, 
and important literary devices (e.g., symbolism, juxtaposition). 
Working memory is a fundamental cognitive component of executive function 
needed for successful reading comprehension (Kieffer et al., 2013). In addition, working 
memory is limited in capacity and may only be able to hold a fixed amount of 
information (Kintsch, 1998; Sweller et al., 1998). In this study, students attended a one-
on-one meeting with a trained educator and take the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for 
Children Working Memory Index (WISC-V WMI). In previous research, this particular 
test has shown to be a strong measure of a student’s verbal working memory (Cutting, 
Materek, Cole, Levine, & Mahone, 2009; Locascio et al., 2010). 
Overview 
The following chapter includes a review of the literature in the areas of 1(a) 
executive function (e.g., attention, inhibition, and working memory), (b) how executive 
function influences reading comprehension, and (c) GOs and their support of cognitive 
load. There was a focus on the effect that reading comprehension has on working 
memory and the reasons why GOs may offer appropriate support for students who 
struggle with reading comprehension. The third chapter includes the proposed research 
design and methodology for the study. This methodology chapter includes a description 
of the treatment procedures, as well as a discussion of the sample, instrumentation, data 
collection, and analysis. The fourth chapter describes the results of the statistical analyses 
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and finally, the fifth chapter summarizes the implications and limitations of the results 
and directions for further research.  
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
The purpose of this study was to investigate the relationship between reading 
comprehension and teacher-generated GOs as they support executive function (inhibition, 
attention, and working memory) for struggling ninth grade readers in a remedial English 
high-school classroom. This review of the literature outlines the current research in the 
areas of executive function (EF) as it impacts reading comprehension and the use of 
graphic organizers (GOs) to support reading. Research has highlighted the different 
components of the reading process that may contribute to challenges with comprehension 
including word-reading fluency, executive function, and access to literature (Sesma, 
Mahone, Levine, Eason, & Cutting, 2009; Snow, 2002). Research in the area of reading-
comprehension challenges has focused on executive function as a composite of higher-
order processes (e.g., attention, inhibition, and working memory) that may effect reading 
comprehension (Borella, Carretti, & Pelegrina, 2010; Cutting, Materek, Cole, Levine, & 
Mahone, 2009). Working memory may overload when a student struggles with these 
executive functions (Dexter & Hughes, 2011; Dye, 2000; Kieffer, Vukovic, & Berry, 
2013; Kim, Vaughn, Wanzek, & Wei, 2004; Nesbit & Adesope, 2006). When used 
alongside reading, GOs have been identified as a way to focus student attention. GOs 
provide a visuospatial referent to encourage the use of two channels for learning: visual 
and verbal (Cook, 2006; Crooks, White, & Barnard, 2007; Robinson et al., 2011; Vekiri, 
2002). Figure 2 provides a visuospatial representation of the review of the literature.  
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Figure 2. Visual representation of the review of literature. 
Underperforming Readers 
Students who take part in remedial English classes tend to struggle to comprehend 
text for a variety of reasons, that is, remedial English classes typically aim to address the 
academic needs for struggling readers. The success of these courses is varied, yet their 
goals are the same: they hope to take a heterogeneous group of underperforming readers 
and give them the tools and skills needed to perform at grade level or prepare for college 
entrance (Locascio et al., 2010). The students in these classes show signs of difficulties 
with varied skills related to successful reading such as phonological awareness and 
decoding (Snow, 2002), reading comprehension (Snow, 2002), executive-function 
challenges (Locascio, Mahone, Eason & Cutting, 2010; Snow, 2002), and often, lack of 
language and literacy experience (Robinson et al., 2011; Robinson & Kiewra, 2011; 
Snow, 2002; Stull & Mayer, 2007). Although researchers have identified component 
parts of reading comprehension and different instructional tools for supporting working 
memory and reading comprehension, research has not looked for the potential support 
relationship between executive function and instructional tools like GOs. 
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Executive Function and Reading Comprehension 
During the act of reading and comprehending text, considerable demands are 
placed on executive function (Alloway, Gathercole, & Ellitott, 2004; Kieffer et al., 2013; 
Locascio et al., 2010), and various researchers have drawn attention to the importance of 
understanding EF when considering underperforming readers (Crooks et al., 2007; Dexter 
& Hughes, 2011; Horton, Lovitt, & Bergerud, 1990; Katayama & Robinson, 2000; 
Robinson et al., 2011; Sesma et al., 2009). Challenges with attention and inhibition, 
component parts of executive function, may make it harder for students to attend to the 
important information and disregard what is not important, and as a result, working 
memory may be overloaded by these challenges (Bergerud et al., 1988; Horton et al., 
1990; Katayama & Robinson, 2000; Nesbit & Adesope, 2006). These different 
component parts explain significant variance in reading comprehension, especially when 
looking at students who struggle with reading comprehension (Cutting et al., 2009; 
Kieffer et al., 2013).  
There is a complexity and heterogeneity to reading-comprehension challenges. In 
a study of students with diagnosed learning disabilities, Sesma and colleagues (2009) 
illustrated the difficulty in identifying which cognitive challenges may decrease reading-
comprehension success. Out of 60 study participants (ages 9 to 15), 10 students were 
identified as those having reading-comprehension difficulties (they scored below the 25th 
percentile on reading-comprehension measures). This same subset of students also had 
some comorbid markers: ADHD and word-reading difficulty. The researchers used 
different neuropsychological tests to test executive function: Wechsler Intelligence Scale 
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for Children Freedom from Distractibility scale (WISC-III FDI) to measure working 
memory and the Tower of London (TOL) test to measure planning. After controlling for 
inattention, reading fluency, decoding, and vocabulary, hierarchical linear modeling 
showed that 63% of the variance on the reading-comprehension measure Wechsler 
Individual Achievement Test (WIAT-II) was explained by planning (TOL) and working 
memory (WISC-III FDI). Although the sample group may have had some competing 
challenges in attention and word reading, when controlled for these challenges, 
researchers still found a relationship between executive-function measures and reading 
comprehension. Findings from this study suggest that executive function is fundamental 
to reading-comprehension success, and, moreover, planning and working memory play 
an important role. 
Measuring Executive Function 
Executive function is seen as a combination of core processes that facilitate 
planning, problem solving, and initiating and maintaining goal-directed behavior (Kieffer 
et al., 2013). These different components of executive function are tested with individual 
one-on-one neuropsychological tests that are then combined to create a larger picture of 
an individual’s executive functioning. Neuropsychological tests typically are given in a 
one-on-one setting. Although important, these studies lack a connection to classroom 
learning. In addition, for studies of those students who are underachieving readers, 
sample sizes remain small with a typical sample of 20 students.  
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Component Parts of Executive Function 
Executive function is seen as a multidimensional construct including three main 
cognitive processes: attention, inhibition, and working memory (Locascio et al., 2010). 
The component pieces of executive function; attention, inhibition, and working memory, 
work together and in parallel to support reading comprehension (Locascio et al., 2010). 
Current research for each of these component pieces are presented and highlight where 
there is room for further investigation. 
Attention  
As one of the component pieces of executive function, attention is measured as 
the time it takes to move attention from one item to another (e.g., attention shifting). In a 
study of 56 students (ages 9 to 14), Cutting and colleagues (2009) focused on the 
influence of executive function and specifically on what part attention (e.g., planning, 
organizing, and monitoring) may play in regard to reading-comprehension performance. 
They identified a group of students who had reading comprehension challenges (n = 17) 
and a comparison group of students who showed typically developing reading 
comprehension (n = 21). The students were given a series of neuropsychological tests: 
Tower of London (TOL), Elithorn Perceptual mazes, and Digital Span Backwards subtest 
of the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children (WISC-IV). These neuropsychological 
tests requires students to solve visual problems in the least amount of steps and the least 
amount of time. The cognitive processes required to complete these tests examine the 
planning and attention subsections of executive function. Among other results from the 
study, Cutting and colleagues (2009) found that for students who struggle with reading 
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there may be a link between challenges with reading comprehension and components of 
executive function (e.g., attention). The results showed that, above and beyond word 
reading and oral language, executive function plays an important role in reading 
comprehension (Cutting et al., 2009).  
Inhibition  
As a follow-up to the Cutting (2009) study, Locascio and colleagues (2010) took 
one more step in the direction of connecting component pieces of executive function to 
reading-comprehension challenges. They gave participants a wide range of executive-
function tests in order to look for patterns of executive-function challenges. They 
hypothesized that students with specific reading-comprehension difficulties would show 
challenges in attention (e.g., planning and organizing) and hoped to find other areas of 
executive-function weaknesses that they found with the Tower of London and maze tests. 
Eighty-six students (ages 10 to 14) were recruited to be part of their study. Those students 
with reading comprehension challenges (n = 18) tended to make more incorrect moves on 
the Tower of London (TOL) test, which indicates challenges with inhibition in the areas 
of strategic planning and organization (Locascio et al., 2010). These results add to the 
research that identifies a connection between successful reading comprehension and the 
attention and planning aspects of executive function. 
Working Memory 
Working memory is limited in capacity and is a fundamental cognitive component 
of executive function necessary for successful reading comprehension (Kintsch, 1988; 
Sweller et al., 1998). To better understand what causes working-memory overload during 
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reading comprehension, researchers have investigated at the cognitive profiles of 
struggling readers. Pimperton and Nation (2010) identified struggling readers—those 
students whose phonemic awareness was equal to their peers but whose comprehension 
was below average—and then assessed these students with several different types of 
cognitive measures. They hypothesized that for those students who struggle with reading 
comprehension their ability to suppress verbal information would be low and their ability 
to suppress nonverbal information would be average. In fact, the struggling readers made 
more errors in the verbal task than in the nonverbal task. It may be that the struggles for 
some poor comprehenders are suppressing verbal distractors, thus overloading working 
memory while reading (Pimperton & Nation, 2010). These results support the idea that 
students who struggle with reading comprehension may also have challenges with 
suppression of nonessential information thus overloading their working memory. 
Reading-comprehension challenges may be affected by challenges with executive 
function that may also have collateral effect on working memory. Challenges with verbal 
inhibition, the ability to ignore verbal information that is either from a previous section or 
not central information, may overwhelm the limited space in working memory (Crooks et 
al., 2007; Dexter & Hughes, 2011; Horton et al., 1990; Katayama & Robinson, 2000; 
O’Donnel, Dansereau, & Hall, 2002; Robinson et al., 2011). For example, in a two-part 
experiment, Borella and colleagues (2010) identified 20 students (ages 10 to 11) 
recognized as poor comprehenders with average word reading and administered a series 
of measures that tested their ability to inhibit prepotent responses—a student’s ability to 
stop a habitual response—through a Stroop test. The Stroop test is an assessment where 
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animal heads are combined with different animal bodies and where the student must 
name the animal represented by the head or where while reading lists of words the 
student is asked to recall the smallest word or the last word in a list. Finally, as a way to 
examine a student’s ability to resist proactive interference, they are asked to forget a 
previous list of animal names when looking at a new list.  
In the first two series of exams, those students in the poor-comprehenders group 
(below 25th percentile on reading-comprehension measure) were on par with their peers 
when asked to inhibit prepotent or dominant but irrelevant distractors (Bergerud et al., 
1988; Dexter & Hughes, 2011; Horton et al., 1990; Katayama & Robinson, 2000; 
Locascio et al., 2010; Nesbit & Adesope, 2006). More specifically, when equal to their 
peers, poor comprehenders are able to suppress irrelevant distractors while reading. 
Whereas in the second experiment, the researchers added resistance to proactive 
interference; a student’s ability to inhibit information that was relevant at one time but is 
irrelevant during the current task. The results indicated that poor comprehenders were on 
average more likely than skilled comprehenders to remember and include already 
presented items from previous lists. In other words, the poor comprehenders were less 
able to forget information that was no longer relevant and thus may not be able to hold all 
information (relevant and irrelevant) in working memory. 
In summary, attention (Crooks et al., 2007; Dexter & Hughes, 2011; Dye, 2000; 
Fishley, Konrad, Hessler, & Keesey, 2013; Horton et al., 1990; Kim et al., 2004; 
McCrudden, Schraw, Lehman, & Poliquin, 2007; Nesbit & Adesope, 2006; Robinson et 
al., 2011), inhibition (Locascio et al., 2010; O’Donnell et al., 2002), and working 
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memory (Dexter & Hughes, 2011; Kalyuga, 2011; Locascio et al., 2010; Vekiri, 2002), 
when working well, combine to support the selection and organization of information 
during reading that is central to understanding. The component parts of executive 
function (attention, inhibition, and working memory) are of central importance in reading 
comprehension (Cook, 2006; Crooks et al., 2007; Fishley et al., 2013; Horton et al., 1990; 
Jong, 2009; Kalyuga, 2011; McCrudden et al., 2007; Robinson et al., 2011; Sweller, 
2010; van Merriënboer, Schuurman, de Croock, & Paas, 2002; Vekiri, 2002). When these 
component parts are challenged, not only do they have an effect on working memory but 
also decrease the likelihood that a student successfully will comprehend a reading 
selection. 
There are some limitations to the research. Cognitive measures of reading 
comprehension typically are implemented in the laboratory with one-on-one testing, 
whereas the work with instructional tools is centered in the classroom. Research does not 
combine these two aspects to generate a profile of a struggling reader, or investigate their 
particular response to an intervention like a graphic organizer. In addition, research tends 
to look at elementary- and middle-school students (ages 8 to 14). Many researchers focus 
on this age as the moment for transition from “learning to read” to “reading to learn” that 
begins around fourth grade (ages 8 to 10), yet according to Snow and colleagues in the 
RAND Reading Study Group (RRSG; Snow, 2002), these challenges persist into high 
school. As noted in the research studies, sample sizes also are relatively small (n = 20 and 
below) as was the case with the particular group of students for this research, those who 
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have persistent reading comprehension challenges, make up only about 3% of the school 
population (Locascio et al., 2010). 
Evidence to Support the Use of Graphic Organizers 
Given that there are limits to the amount of information that working memory can 
process, many different instructional techniques may help to reduce the cognitive load on 
working memory during reading. Researchers focus on instructional aids that support 
working memory by reducing distractors, in other words, decrease extraneous cognitive 
load (Cook, 2006; Kalyuga, 2011; Sweller, 2010; van Merriënboer et al., 2002; Vekiri, 
2002). Instructional techniques that scaffold information such as worked examples 
(Cook, 2006; Kalyuga, 2011; Sweller, 2010; van Merriënboer et al., 2002), vocabulary 
building, and GOs provide important support for struggling readers. These instructional 
methods focus directly on reducing extraneous cognitive load for the learner (Cook, 
2006; Jong, 2009; Kalyuga, 2011; Sweller, 2010; van Merriënboer et al., 2002; Vekiri, 
2002). In addition to these methods, a visual representation of information is also a 
recommended tool to support struggling readers. When reading is accompanied by a 
visual, like a GO, implicit relationships may be made more clear in a way that text alone 
may not (Kalyuga, 2011; Sweller, 2010; Vekiri, 2002).  
Visual Support 
Visual representations may increase the channels where information is stored, 
allowing for memory through visual stimuli and, as a result, may activate two paths for 
learners to retrieve information (Kalyuga, 2011; Kim et al., 2004; Robinson et al., 2011; 
Vekiri, 2002). To test the notion of both a visual and verbal entry for information (e.g., 
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conjoint attention), Robinson and Kiewra (1995) designed a between and within subjects 
experiment where they presented college students (n = 31) divided into two groups (e.g., 
visual-memory task and verbal-memory task) with four different types of text (e.g., two 
verbal groups: (a) text alone, (b) text with an outline; and two visual groups: (c) text with 
a graphic organizer, and (d) text with a concept map). These students were then given a 
verbal memory test (e.g., remembering a line of six numbers) or a visual test (e.g., 
remembering dots represented on a graph). Researchers hypothesized that if there were 
two channels bringing information into working memory, using each channel for a 
second purpose would make it more difficult to hold both the text information and take a 
memory test at the same time.  
Depending on the type of text they were presented—visual or verbal—the 
students were asked to take a similar memory test: visual or verbal. The verbal or spatial 
tests of memory were followed by tests of comprehension. Students were more able to 
retrieve information from memory when the two tests were opposing, for example, a 
verbal-memory test followed by a reading-comprehension test on a reading that included 
a GO. These results support the hypothesis that text and outlines may be stored in 
memory in a verbal format, whereas graphic organizers and concept maps are stored 
spatially (Snow, 2002). This research supports the theory that working memory has two 
channels: visual and verbal. With this in mind, GOs make use of the visuospatial channel 
of working memory to direct attention to central ideas of a text and take stress off the 
verbal channel of working memory. Although this research was not focused on 
measuring the participants’ working memory, or was it conducted in a classroom, it still 
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indicates why GOs may support text comprehension through demonstration of the visual 
memory channel as a way to bring in, organize, and retain information while reading. 
Using a visual along with text has been shown to support working memory to 
work more efficiently, not become overwhelmed with information, and direct attention to 
the central ideas in a text (Cook, 2006; Crooks et al., 2007). For example, in a two-
experiment study, Mayer, Bove, Bryman, Mars, and Tapangco (1996) investigated 
whether there was a difference in recall between students who used a visual with a 
summary compared with students who did not have visuals. Participants randomly were 
assigned to one of four groups. As a way to highlight the importance of visual 
information, the second part of the experiment investigated if there were group 
differences in ability to problem solve using the information contained in the unit of 
study. The two groups that received illustrations with the summary came up with more 
solutions to the problems presented than those who only received the text (Mayer et al., 
1996). On transfer tests, students who read with visual support scored significantly better 
than those students who only had access to text (no visuals). The researchers concluded 
that visuals and visuals with written summary are useful equally when a reader is asked 
to problem solve (e.g., show transfer of information; Mayer et al., 1996). In summary, 
this experiment helps to highlight the power of a visual to direct attention to the central 
information and allow for better problem solving and transfer. 
Similarly, in a three-study experiment, Robinson, et al., (2003) tested the optimal 
format for the use of graphic organizers. Among other findings, the first experiment (a 2 
× 2 × 2 split-plot design) showed that although there was no statistical significance for 
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when the GO was presented, when GOs displaying all of the information presented in the 
text and when presented alongside the text, students who had the full GO outperformed 
those students who had several smaller GOs with partial information included. In other 
words, the use of a GO containing all the information supports reading comprehension in 
a way that sharing smaller portions of information cannot. Given the limited space 
working memory has, it is understandable that smaller parcels of information may 
overwhelm working memory, as a student is forced to remember several different images 
instead of a single one. 
Further studies corroborate the findings of Robinson et al. (2003) and Mayer et al. 
(1996), and suggest that not only do GOs lessen the cognitive load that causes strain on 
working memory (e.g., direct attention to central elements; Crooks et al., 2007; Vekiri, 
2002) but also creating a GO that summarizes the entirety of the reading supports reading 
comprehension. In graphic representations of information, the shapes share information 
symbolically and with less effect on working memory, whereas the same relationships 
represented in words may take up more working memory to translate (Barkley, 1997; 
Kalyuga, 2011; Robinson, Katayama, Dubois, & Devaney, 1998; Vekiri, 2002). Visual 
information is easier to locate and retrieve than searching for information in a written 
paragraph, thus saving working-memory space (Kalyuga, 2011; Katayama & Robinson, 
2000; Stull & Mayer, 2007; Vekiri, 2002). Graphic displays of information can operate as 
“external cognition” by representing information symbolically and decreasing extraneous 
load (Snow, 2002; Stull & Mayer, 2007). In the case of this research study, students who 
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struggle with reading comprehension may benefit from the assistance with “external 
cognition” as provided by a GO (Snow, 2002). 
Teacher-Generated Graphic Organizers 
Graphic organizers can be provided to students to supplement reading (Barkley, 
1997; Robinson et al., 2011; Sweller, 2010; van Merriënboer et al., 2002; Vekiri, 2002), 
and there are several ways to implement GOs in the classroom. As an example, the 
teacher can create a graphic representation of information to share with students 
(Katayama & Robinson, 2000; Stull & Mayer, 2007; Vekiri, 2002). Completely filled in 
or teacher-generated GOs can encourage the creation of long-term memory when learners 
connect the content with the visuals used to create the graphic organizer (Stull & Mayer, 
2007). Alternatively, students can be asked to create their own graphic organizers 
(Crooks et al., 2007). The support from a teacher-generated GO may assist students who 
have low prior knowledge, word-reading challenges, or struggle with executive function 
like inhibiting verbal distractors. For example, Stull and Mayer (2007) designed a three-
experiment study to investigate if there is a difference in the type of graphic organizer: 
teacher-generated versus student-generated. In two groups, 127 college students were 
given either teacher-created GOs alongside a science text or asked to create their own GO 
while reading, or not given any specific instruction to use or create a GO. When students 
were asked to apply the information learned, the group that was supplied with the 
teacher-generated GOs scored the best. Consistent with cognitive load theory, by 
decreasing extraneous load, in this case by providing teacher-generated GOs to support 
reading, students were able to retain and transfer information at a higher level than those 
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who were not provided with or asked to generate GOs. In addition, the use of a teacher-
generated GO when presenting new information to the students also may support the 
students’ lack of prior knowledge. 
In a similar experiment with 36 college students based in a computer lab, Crooks 
and colleagues (2007) hypothesized that when given complete GOs (e.g., one large GO 
that summarizes the reading) and summary notes, students would do better on transfer 
tests than students who were given verbatim notes and complete GOs as they would 
experience less cognitive load when trying to match up what was written in the text with 
what was included in the GO. Crooks and colleagues (2007) found an interaction between 
the type of GO (large or small) and the text type (summary or verbatim), where when 
reading verbatim text, small GOs supported comprehension, and when reading summary 
text, large GOs supported comprehension. This research supports the idea that in order to 
increase text comprehension and support cognitive load, teachers can provide a GO to 
support the reading.  
When learning from teacher-created or preconstructed visual notes, students 
develop their own understanding by internalizing the information presented in the image 
(Robinson et al., 2011; Sweller, 2010; van Merriënboer et al., 2002; Vekiri, 2002). In a 
three-experiment study, Horton and colleagues (1996) identified six classes (three science 
and three social studies) to investigate the strength of teacher-generated GOs as compared 
with student-generated GOs. The first experiment focused mainly on teacher-generated 
GOs and is the only one presented for this review of the literature. Students also were 
identified as students with learning disabilities, remedial readers, and general-education 
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students. Students were either assigned to a teacher-generated group, student self-study 
group, or a null group (not provided any GOs). The teacher-generated GO group was 
provided step-by-step instruction and completed the GOs together with their teacher. The 
study showed that remedial students in the teacher-generated GO group scored 80% on 
the retention and transfer test wheras the students in the self-study group only scored 
39%. In addition, the general education students showed stronger retention and transfer 
scores in the teacher-generated group when compared with the self-study group (e.g., 
95% correct vs. 63% correct). This experiment illustrates the power of both visual 
displays for students who have been identified as remedial learners as well as those 
students who do not struggle in school. Although it is still unclear as to the processes that 
GOs may support (e.g., working memory, attention inhibition, or verbal inhibition) 
students do show improvement on retention and transfer tests when using a GO to 
support comprehension. This research study focused on the teacher helping the students 
fill in their own GOs that may have contributed to the students’ comprehension of the 
reading.  
Graphic organizers may support working memory by organizing material visually 
instead of verbally, thus allowing information to come in via two channels: visuospatial 
and verbal. Teacher-generated GOs are useful in many classroom situations, namely 
those times when the students are confronted with a lot of information or their prior 
knowledge of the reading is low. GOs support reading comprehension, and depending on 
the needs of the students (e.g., low prior knowledge or high prior knowledge) teachers 
should consider using GOs to scaffold understanding while reading text. Although the 
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studies presented highlight teacher-generated GOs as a useful tool for supporting 
comprehension, measures of working memory, reading comprehension, and attention 
were not included in the analysis, which would provide a more complete picture of the 
students’ reading profiles, and continue to help understand why GOs make such an 
important difference while reading. 
Summary 
There is considerable evidence to suggest that reading requires strong executive-
function skills, working memory, and word-reading success (Robinson et al., 2011; 
Robinson & Kiewra, 1997; Stull & Mayer, 2007). Struggling readers may have 
challenges not only with their working memory but also with their ability to inhibit their 
verbal memory (Pimperton & Nation, 2010, 2012; Sweller et al., 1998) and attention 
(Alloway, Gathercole, & Elliott, 2004; Borella et al., 2010; Kieffer et al., 2013). Graphic 
organizers may allow for the inhibition of distracting material and decrease extraneous 
load when reading (Clark & Mayer, 2008; Dye, 2000; Snow, 2002; Stull & Mayer, 2007).  
Students may struggle with reading comprehension for many reasons: word 
fluency, executive function, and access, yet GOs work across challenges to support 
reading comprehension. The type of graphic organizer (teacher-generated, partially 
complete, or student-generated) provided to students is central to supporting working 
memory and executive function (Katayama & Robinson, 2000; Robinson et al., 2011; 
Stull & Mayer, 2007). Graphic organizers may help manage extraneous load, 
conceptualize concepts through increasing germane load, enable recall, and transfer 
information for use on assessments (Alloway, Gathercole, & Elliott, 2010; Crooks et al., 
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2007; Jong, 2009; Kalyuga, 2011; Locascio et al., 2010; Robinson et al., 2011). GOs may 
also allow information to enter into working memory via two channels: visual and verbal 
(Vekiri, 2002). 
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CHAPTER III 
METHODOLOGY 
To increase comprehension, struggling readers may benefit from additional 
supports such as graphic organizers (GOs) during the process of reading. Graphic 
organizers may organize central information and support working memory during 
reading. Researchers have investigated both executive function (i.e., working memory, 
inhibition, and attention) and reading comprehension but have not combined both the 
classroom research (GOs) and laboratory research (executive function). Graphic 
organizers not only support reading comprehension but also are easy for educators to 
implement in the classroom. The purpose of this study was to investigate the relationship 
between reading comprehension and teacher-generated GOs as they support executive 
function for students identified as struggling readers.  
Research Design 
This study addressed the relationship between reading comprehension for 
struggling readers and graphic organizers as they support executive function. There are 
two research questions in this study: 
Question 1: To what extent do teacher-generated graphic organizers improve reading 
comprehension for underachieving readers? 
Question 2: To what extent do graphic organizers influence reading comprehension when 
controlling for executive function (EF; student and parent ratings of executive function, 
working memory, and inhibition)? 
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To address the research questions, two sections of remedial English were selected 
to participate in the study during a 3-week short-story unit. The short-story unit was 
comprised of four short stories where two pairs of stories were matched by lexile, word 
count, and theme. For half of the stories, students were given and encouraged to use a 
teacher-generated GO that illustrated the plot of the story. Class A used a graphic 
organizer for the second and fourth stories and read without visual support for the first 
and third stories. Class B used a graphic organizer for the first and third stories and read 
without visual support for the second and fourth stories (see Figure 3). The dependent 
variable was a six-question short-answer reading-comprehension quiz for a total of 18 
points (3 points possible per question) administered after each story. Students read one 
story and took the matching quiz in a one-hour class period. A visual representation of 
the study design is provided in Figure 3. 
 
Figure 3. Visual representation of the study design. 
Sample 
A convenience sample of 21 ninth-grade English Extension (remedial English) 
students (52% female) comprises the two class sections (Class A n = 11, Class B n = 10). 
In alignment with previous research, the sample size is comparable to studies with 
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struggling readers (Cutting,	Materek,	Cole,	Levine,	&	Mahone,	2009; Locascio,	Mahone,	Eason,	&	Cutting,	2010). Students included in the English Extension course 
came from seven different middle schools, 38% of those students in the class, were from 
underserved middle schools (i.e., Title 1 schools).  None of the students were English 
Language Learners. For the English Extension class students had to meet one of the 
following criteria; reading-comprehension scores on the High School Placement Test 
(HSPT) at or below 25 points (out of 40), an HSPT writing sample score of 2 or below 
(out of 5), or middle-school English grades below B. Beginning in January 2015, the 
school collected HSPT, writing sample, and middle-school grades for all students 
applying to attend the school in the Fall of 2015. Detailed descriptions of the inclusion 
criteria for this study are provided in Table 1.  
Table 1 
Independent-Samples t Tests Comparing English Extension to Freshman Class  
Across Inclusion Criteria Test Scores 
Exam Group n M SD t df η2 
High-school placement test (CSQ) 
 English Extension
 Freshman Class 
 
21 
138 
 
102.86 
119.56 
 
6.36 
7.43 
 
9.77* 
 
157 
 
0.38 
Reading Comprehension 
 English Extension
 Freshman Class 
 
21 
138 
 
23.62 
30.23 
 
4.97 
5.17 
 
5.48* 
 
157 
 
0.16 
Writing Sample 
 English Extension
 Freshman Class 
 
21 
138 
 
2.82 
3.00 
 
0.75 
0.90 
 
0.87 
 
157 
 
Eighth-grade English Grade  
 English Extension
 Freshman Class 
 
21 
138 
 
3.10 
3.57 
 
0.61 
0.49 
 
3.96* 
 
157 
 
0.09 
* Statistically significant difference from Freshman class at the .01 level. 
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Students come from a private, Roman Catholic, co-educational prekindergarten 
through Grade 12 school that serves approximately 1,100 students. The school is located 
on 63 acres of land in a small suburb about 20 miles south of a large city in California. 
The tuition ranges from $21,000 for half-day preschool to $39,000 for high school. About 
30% of the student population receives some form of financial aid. The leadership, 
supported by the mission of the school, makes it their top priority that all learners should 
be valued and supported. In 2008, with the goal of support and care, the English 
department and the Assistant Principal for Academics created a course called English 
Extension. This course was designed to support struggling readers and writers in ninth 
grade. The different background information collected for this study are given in Table 1. 
On average, the students included in the English Extension course are different from their 
peers in the full freshman class. Table 1 shows the means and standard deviation scores 
for the entrance criteria for students to qualify to take the English Extension course. As 
compared with their peers, independent-samples t-test results confirm that the students 
included in the English Extension course, on average, have lower overall CSQ scores, 
reading-comprehension scores, and English grades from eighth grade. Their writing-
sample scores did not differ. There was no missing data from this study. Two students 
took the first reading comprehension quiz a day late due to sports dismissals. One student 
chose not to participate in the study although he remained in the classroom for the short 
story unit and took all the quizzes. 	
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Protection of Human Subjects 
Guidelines as assigned by the American Psychological Association (2010) for the 
protection of human subjects were followed during this study. In addition, before the start 
of the study, institutional approval and informed consent was obtained. Confidentiality 
was maintained and each student had an assigned random identification number. 
Permission to use the student data was voluntary, students were not obligated to 
participate in this study, and there was no consequence for withdrawing. See Appendix A 
for correct forms. At the end of the short-story unit, the families had the opportunity to 
see a full report on their student. This report included scores on executive function (e.g., 
inhibition, attention, and working memory) and reading comprehension (with and without 
graphic-organizer support). All student data were kept secure, and no one at the 
participating school had access to the results of the tests. 
Measures 
Drawing from prior research (Cutting et al., 2009; Locascio et al., 2010; 
Pimperton & Nation, 2010; Vekiri, 2002), students were assessed against several 
measures of the different component parts of executive function (e.g., inhibition, 
attention, and working memory). These neuropsychological exams include the Test of 
Word Reading Efficiency (TOWRE), the Behavior Rating Inventory of Executive 
Function (BRIEF; Gioia Isquith, Retzlaff, & Espy, 2000), the student and parent 
questionnaire, the Stroop test (Stroop, 1935), the Tower of London (TOL) test (a version 
of the Tower of Hanoi test; Shallice, 1982, 1988), and the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for 
Children Working Memory Index (WISC-V WMI; Wechsler, 2004). Scores were 
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reported in standard form (M = 0, SD = 1). An executive function composite score was 
formed using both the parent and student general executive function score from the 
BRIEF, the verbal inhibition standardized score, and the Tower of London standardized 
score. See Table 2 for an overview of these tests; each test is described in depth following 
the table.  
Word Reading (WR) 
The Test of Word Reading Efficiency (TOWRE) assesses word recognition 
accuracy. The TOWRE has two subtests: Sight Word Efficiency (SWE) and Phonemic 
Decoding Efficiency (PDE). The students took both subtests. Students are provided with 
a list of progressively more difficult words and are asked to read as many as they can in 
45 seconds. The scores of both tests are converted to scaled scores and then combined to 
give a Total Word Reading Efficiency (TOWRE) index. The TOWRE was normed on 
over 1,700 individuals ranging in age from 6 to 24 years old. The average alternate forms 
reliability coefficients for the subtests exceed .90. The average test-retest coefficients for 
the same form exceed .90 (Torgesen, Wagner, & Rashotte, 1999). These tests were 
included to assess that the struggling readers were in fact part of the specific subset of 
students who struggle with reading comprehension and not with phonemic awareness. 
Executive Function (EF) 
Executive function was measured through a group of four different 
neuropsychological tests. The following section will describe what the tests measure, 
how the tests are administered, and describe validity and reliability. The four different 
tests are the Behavior Rating Inventory of Executive Function parent and student report 
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Global Executive Composite, the Delis–Kaplan Stroop test, the Tower of London test, 
and the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children and Working Memory Index. 
 
Table 2 
Composite Name, Neuropsychological Tests, and Other Measures Used in the Study 
 
Composite Name and Tests Included Measure Scaled Score 
Inclusion Criteria   
 High-school placement exam General cognitive skills 
quotient (CSQ) 
Mean = 100, SD = 10 
Min = 55, Max = 145 
 Application writing sample Reading-comprehension score Cutoff = 25 
Min = 0, Max = 40 
 Middle-school English grades Timed writing response 
 
Academic achievement 
Cutoff = 2 
Min = 0, Max = 4 
GPA scale 
Min = 0, Max = 4.0 
 Word Reading (WR) 
     Test of Word Reading 
       Efficiency (TOWRE) 
 
Word reading fluency (Locascio 
et al., 2010; Pimperton & 
Nation, 2010) 
 
Mean = 100, SD = 15 
Max = 167, Min = 0 
 
Executive Function (EF) 
 
     Behavior Rating Inventory  
       of Executive Function  
  Student Report (BRIEF-SR) 
  Parent Report (BRIEF-PR) 
 
 
Executive Function (Locascio et 
al., 2010). Higher standard 
scores indicate more challenge 
for the student with Executive 
Function. 
 
 
Mean = 50, SD = 10 
Max = 240, Min = 80 
 Inhibition (verbal) 
     Delis–Kaplan Stroop Test  
 
Verbal Inhibition (Pimperton & 
Nation, 2010) 
 
Mean = 10, SD = 3 
 Working Memory (WM) 
     Wechsler Intelligence Scale for 
     Children Working Memory       
            Index (WISC-V WMI) 
 
Working Memory (Cutting et 
al., 2009; Locascio et al., 2010) 
Subtests: Digit Span and Picture 
Span 
 
Mean = 10, SD = 3 
Reading Comprehension (RC) 
   Performance  
     Short-story comprehension tests 
 
Reading comprehension with 
and without graphic organizers 
 
Total points possible = 18 
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Global Executive Composite 
Behavior Rating Inventory of Executive Function (BRIEF-PR & -SR) is a parent 
or student questionnaire completed at home. It has been difficult for researchers to 
operationalize and assess executive function in clinical settings, and thus a questionnaire 
was developed by practitioners to try and identify environmental behaviors such as 
attention, working memory, and inhibition (Gioia et al., 2000). The inventory requires 
students and parents to report on everyday functioning. The BRIEF-SR is an 80-item 
questionnaire with ratings on a 3-point Likert-type scale (never, sometimes, often). Based 
on theoretical and empirically-based definitions of executive function, 
neuropsychologists developed survey items around eight different scales: Initiate (8 
items), Working Memory, Plan/Organize (12 items), Organization of Materials (6 items), 
Monitor (8 items), Inhibit (10 items), Shift (8 items), and Emotional Control (10 items; 
Alloway, Gathercole, Willis, & Adams, 2004; Gioia, et al., 2002; Huang-Pollock & 
Karalunas, 2010; Mahone, Cirino, Cutting, & Cerrone, 2002; Pimperton & Nation, 2010). 
High scores on the instrument may indicate higher perceived impairment on the eight 
scales. Examples from the working-memory section include “forgets what he/she was 
doing” or “has trouble remembering things, even for a few minutes” (Bettinger, Boatman, 
& Long, 2013; Gioia et al., 2002). The BRIEF-SR and PR survey scores are converted to 
scaled scores. For this research study, the Global Executive Composite (GEC) score was 
used. The BRIEF parent form was normed on 1,419 control children and 852 children 
from referred clinical practice. Three-week test-retest correlations for clinical populations 
range from .72 to .84 (Alloway et al., 2009; Locascio et al., 2010; Mahone et al., 2002). 
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The BRIEF-PR contains 72 questions that ask parents to report their interpretation of 
their student along the same categories as the BRIEF-SR.  
Verbal Inhibition  
Verbal inhibition is the process of inhibiting an initial response to observe a break 
in a typical reading rule. How long it takes a reader to inhibit a dominant verbal response. 
The Delis–Kaplan Stroop test is a test of verbal inhibition where there is incongruence 
between words and colors. The Stroop measures the time it takes to inhibit a 
preprogrammed response and remove the task of reading (Pimperton & Nation, 2010; 
Snow, 2002). The test consists of words written in different colors, and the students must 
inhibit the desire to read the word aloud and instead say the name of the color. By 
removing a reading component, this test may allow for a connection between cognitive 
inhibition and reading difficulty (Biederman et al., 2004; Pimperton & Nation, 2010). 
The test includes four conditions: naming, reading, interference, and a final condition that 
asks the student to switch between naming and interference. A higher score indicates 
stronger verbal inhibition.  
Evidence for test-retest reliability (n = 121) for the Delis–Kaplan test was 
reported to vary widely, but for this study the Stroop test was the only subtest used. The 
test-retest reliability was reported (.62 to .76). Research points to the wide range of brain 
functions that the Delis–Kaplan Stroop tests as a reason why the reliability and validity 
vary so widely. Further research has shown the Delis–Kaplan Stroop test to serve a wide 
range of individuals from students to those suffering from frontal-lobe dysfunction 
(Homack, Lee, & Riccio, 2005).  
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Working Memory (WM) 
Prior research has worked to isolate the component parts of executive function 
that may contribute to reading-comprehension challenges; verbal working memory might 
be one area that causes a bottleneck that slows the transfer of information to long-term 
memory (Cutting et al., 2009; Locascio et al., 2010). The Wechsler Intelligence Scale for 
Children Working Memory Index (WISC-V WMI) is an assessment that tests a student’s 
ability to repeat back a span of four to five numbers. First the student repeats the numbers 
forward and then the student is asked to repeat a set of numbers in reverse. This task 
requires the student to manipulate mentally the information, which may be a strong 
measure of a student’s verbal working memory (Cutting et al., 2009; Locascio et al., 
2010). Digit Span score is based on digit span forward, backward, and sequencing 
designed to measure working memory and mental manipulation: there are 18 trials. The 
Picture Span test measures visual working memory and working memory capacity. There 
are 26 trials. The scaled scores range from 1 to 19 (mean = 10, SD = 3). The internal 
consistency for the WISC-V WMI scores was obtained for all age groups. In a study of 
243 children, test-retest reliability was .76 to .80. Discriminant validity had factor 
loadings above .60 (Sattler, 2008). 
Reading-Comprehension Performance (RC) 
The English Extension teachers selected the four comparable short stories by 
reviewing ninth-grade lists of Common Core suggested short stories with similar word 
count, lexile measure (between 900 and 1200), vocabulary, difficulty, and theme. The 
short stories chosen along with lexile measure and word count are found in Table 3. 
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There are two sets of two stories to make a total of four stories; each set of two stories 
has a similar theme. “The Leap” by Louise Erdich and “The Rules of the Game” by Amy 
Tan are both about a mother-daughter relationship where daughters act as the narrators, 
whereas “An Episode of War” by Stephen Crane and “In Another Country” by Ernest 
Hemingway are both about soldiers in war and their experiences with injury. After 
reading each short story, students took a six-question (18 points total) free-response 
reading-comprehension quiz. Students had access to the quizzes through Google Forms 
on their iPads. Both classes took the same reading-comprehension quiz. Scoring for each 
reading-comprehension free-response question ranged from 1 to 3. The teachers and 
researcher sat together and graded each student response through consensus. See 
Appendix F for the reading-comprehension grading rubric. 
Table 3 
Short Stories Included in the Study 
Story Name	 Author	 Lexile Measure	 Word Count	
The Leap 	 Louise Erdich	 1260	 2,899	
The Rules of the Game	 Amy Tan	 990	 4,485	
In Another Country	 Ernest Hemingway	 1020	 2,136 
s	An Episode of War Stephen Crane 1090 1,613 
 
In alignment with prior research (Hebert, Simpson, & Graham, 2012), short-
answer questions (versus multiple choice) may better assess if students were able to 
comprehend the story versus single-word comprehension (Keenan, Betjemann, & Olson, 
2008). The question format was aligned moderately with the question formats used in the 
Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) study, which provides reading 
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assessment to similar-age students (OECD, 2014). Within the triennial test, there are 
three types of questions. For the purposes of this study and to examine the text-base 
knowledge of student comprehension (Kintsch, 1988), questions were designed for 
students to “access and retrieve” and to “integrate and interpret.” The access-and-retrieve 
questions were developed to focus the reader on specific and separate information located 
within the text. The integrate-and-interpret questions were designed to have the readers 
form a broad understanding when the reader was directed to form relationships between 
different parts of the text and develop an interpretation (OECD, 2014). Examples of the 
reading-comprehension quiz are found in Appendix C. 
Analysis of Inclusion Criteria 
To describe the students included in the English Extension classes, this section 
presents the data from inclusion criteria and individually administered 
neuropsychological tests. 
Prereading 
Based on the independent-samples t-test analysis, the two classrooms, A (M = 
19.00, SD = 4.28) and B (M = 22.46, SD = 5.47), were not statistically different on the 
prereading test t(19) = 1.62. As compared with the overall freshman class, however, this 
group of students were at or below a 25 on the prereading test. Based on independent-
samples t-test analysis, there was a statistically significant difference between students 
included in the English Extension class as compared with the freshman class t(157) = 
5.48. 
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Word Reading 
Data from individual test scores for the TOWRE (word reading) are presented in 
Table 4. One-sample z tests indicated that for the TOWRE the students did not differ 
from the norm z = 1.63. 
Executive Function 
Neuropsychological test scores that form the executive function composite 
(BRIEF-PR-SR, STROOP, and WISC-V WMI) are provided in Table 4. Among the 
executive function composite tests, one-sample z test showed a statistically significant 
difference for the BRIEF-PR. The parent ratings on the BRIEF-PR were elevated, 
showing challenges for students with executive functioning as observed by their parents. 
There is a 21-point difference between the BRIEF-PR and BRIEF-SR, which could 
indicate that the students may underestimate their challenges with executive function. 
The mean for the verbal inhibition test, the STROOP test, although not statistically 
significant, was above the normed mean, suggesting that the students had average verbal 
inhibition skills.  The working memory subtest, the picture span test of the WISC-V 
WMI, although not statistically significant, was below the mean, suggesting that the 
students in English Extension might show challenge with working memory. 
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Table 4 
Means, Standard Deviations, and One-Sample z Test for Individual 
Neuropsychological Tests for English Extension and Norm Group 
 
 English Extension Norm Group  
Test Name Mean SD Mean SD z 
Word Reading 
 TOWRE 
 
105.33 
 
12.67 
 
100 
 
15 
 
1.63 
Executive Function 
 BRIEF-SR 
 BRIEF-PR 
 
44.19 
65.38 
 
27.48 
24.20 
 
50 
50 
 
10 
10 
 
1.22 
7.06* 
Verbal Inhibition 
 STROOP 
 
11.29 
 
1.56 
 
10 
 
3 
 
1.95 
Nonverbal Inhibition 
 TOL 
 
92.48 
 
14.82 
 
100 
 
10 
 
3.45* 
Working Memory WISC-V WMI 
 Picture Span 
 Digit Span 
 
8.10 
9.62 
 
2.30 
2.25 
 
10 
10 
 
3 
3 
 
3.02* 
0.58 
n = 21 
*Statistically significant when overall error rate controlled at .05 level. 
 
Pilot Procedures 
In order to investigate the evidence of reliability and validity for the short-story 
quizzes, in April of 2015, a pilot study was conducted. Students enrolled in the remedial 
English course read all four short stories and took the accompanying quizzes. The 
students had not read the stories before. In addition, four separate classes of nonremedial 
English students each read one of the short stories and completed the associated reading-
comprehension quiz. Typical readers were included to ensure that any low or high scores 
on quizzes were due to the quiz and not the reader’s skill level. The means and standard 
deviations for the total quiz scores combining both typical and struggling readers are 
presented in Table 5. These scores may be higher than the scores anticipated in the Fall 
because the struggling readers had been in a supportive English class (English Extension) 
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for a full school year. Results of independent-samples t tests indicated that the typical 
readers had higher scores, on average, on three of the four stories. The independent-
sample t-test results show that the quiz properly differentiated between struggling and 
typical readers at the ninth-grade level. 
The data supported adjusting or changing some of the questions. There were five 
questions with zero variance. It was difficult to grade these questions on a scale, as there 
were only right or wrong answers. The teachers adjusted the questions to allow for 
grading on a rubric (i.e., adjusting the question from a clear right or wrong answer to an 
answer that allows for partial credit). Cronbach coefficient alpha was computed for the 
struggling reader total scores on each quiz. Overall, the coefficients were low (range .28 
to .54). 
Table 5 
Means and Standard Deviation for Total Quiz Scores 
Including Both Struggling and Typical Readers 
 
Story Name n M SD t df η2 
The Leap 
 Struggling readers 
 Typical readers 
41 
23 
18 
14.90 
14.61 
15.28 
1.80 
1.90 
1.64 
1.19 39  
The Rules of the Game 
 Struggling readers 
 Typical readers 
46 
23 
23 
16.50 
16.04 
16.96 
1.41 
1.67 
0.93 
2.31* 44 0.10 
In Another Country 
 Struggling readers 
 Typical readers 
48 
23 
25 
15.13 
14.54 
15.66 
2.02 
1.84 
2.07 
1.97 46  
An Episode of War 
 Struggling readers 
 Typical readers 
44 
22 
22 
13.98 
13.27 
14.73 
2.18 
1.98 
2.16 
2.34* 42 0.12 
*Statistically significant at .05 level. Total score for quizzes is 18. 
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When looking at the item total correlation for each quiz question, there were four 
questions that were adjusted to add clarity. While grading the quizzes, the teachers 
noticed clarity issues with two of the questions and added wording to increase clarity. For 
example, instead of simply asking what was the name of a main character, the question 
was adjusted to ask the significance of the main character’s name. The information in 
Appendix E shows the original questions and the adapted questions. Finally, to be sure 
the scores were consistent between the two classes, the teacher scores were checked for 
consistency. There was no statistically significant difference between the teachers’ 
scoring.  
Qualifications of Teaches and Test Administrators 
The two English teachers that lead the English Extension course volunteered to 
run both the pilot study and study. Both teachers have taught the English Extension class 
since its inception and were in weekly communication about class pace, student need, and 
curriculum. Teacher A has an MA in English, has taught for 15 years total and 7 years at 
this school, and was very comfortable using the GOs during the study. Teacher A rarely 
uses teacher-generated GOs to support reading comprehension. Teacher B has a BA in 
English, a clear teaching credential to teach high-school English and is in her fourth year 
of teaching at the current school, in addition, she has taught freshman English for 4 years. 
She uses GOs sometimes to aid with reading comprehension. Teachers A and B have 
been the only teachers for English Extension since its inception in 2012, and they are 
involved directly in the development of the curriculum for this course and the summer 
support course. Both teachers were comfortable using the GOs during the study yet only 
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one teacher used GOs as an instructional tool in their classroom outside of the research 
study. During four, two-hour meetings, the teachers and researcher worked together to 
create the GOs for the individual short stories. 
In August, the students met with the researcher and a licensed Educational 
Therpaist.  In order to save time and manage the use of the testing materials required, 
both the researcher and a licensed Educational Therapist worked one-on-one and in 
separate rooms with each of the students. The licensed Educational Therapist has 20 
years experience both in private practice and in the public-school system. She 
administered WISC-V WMI and STROOP. The researcher was a founder of the school’s 
learning support program and has been involved with supporting students with reading 
challenges for over 15 years, she is also an academic advisor. The Educational Therapist 
and the researcher have been colleagues for 15 years. Prior to the study, the researcher 
met with the licensed Educational Therapist and discussed the tone, timing, and division 
of the different tests. Both colleagues have similar personalities when working with 
students one-on-one: smiling, bubbly, and committed to creating a warm and welcoming 
space for students to feel comfortable while testing. The licensed Educational Therapist is 
very familiar with the school as she has been a consultant for the school for about 13 
years.  
Study Procedures  
Communication with families began in July of 2015. Information was 
disseminated in three different ways: by email (Appendix B), a letter home (Appendix 
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B), and opportunity for one-on-one meetings or phone conversations where families 
could ask questions and give informed consent.  
The researcher also scheduled the initial neuropsychological tests (TOWRE, 
BRIEF-SR, BRIEF-PR, STROOP, and WISC-V WMI). In August or September, the 
students spent two 15-minute sessions one on one with the researcher followed by a one 
on one with the Educational Therapist and took a total of five neuropsychological 
assessments. The researcher administered the TOWRE and the BRIEF-SR, the 
Educational Therapist administered the STROOP and WISC-V WMI.  In addition, the 
parents filled out the BRIEF executive-function survey and returned the survey via mail. 
A majority of the students were enrolled simultaneously in a summer preview course, and 
during the one-on-one testing they were more acclimated to attending to the testing tasks. 
The students filled out the BRIEF-SR before they left the meeting and took home the 
BRIEF-PR for their parents to fill out and return to the researcher. The 
neuropsychological test scores along with all other scores were entered into STATA 
version 14. 
The short-story unit began October 2015. Students read the stories consecutively 
and the unit lasted three weeks (see Appendix C). Each student read the story on his or 
her own. Depending on the class section and the short story, for every other story, 
students received a teacher-created graphic organizer along with the story to lead them 
through the text (see Appendix D). The GOs included box-and-node links with 
appropriate figures to help create a pictorial display of the story plot. The use of words on 
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the GO was minimal, and the teachers used exact wording from the stories on the GO. 
When printed, the GOs were enlarged and produced in color to appeal to the students. 
To begin the short-story unit, the teachers introduced the stories and the use of 
GOs for every other story. The researcher introduced the study and GOs in a 10-minute 
presentation to both classes before the short-story unit began. Specifically, students were 
instructed on the benefits of using a GO; they were encouraged to think of the reading 
experiment as a way to try an important and useful tool to assist with reading. To further 
encourage the use of the GO, the teachers also explained what a graphic organizer is and 
how to use it in conjunction with the story and quiz. The students were advised that 
referring to the graphic organizer while reading may help them better understand the 
short story. They encouraged the students to use the GO, write notes on the GO, and ask 
questions. In addition, the teachers identified vocabulary that might be difficult for the 
students and added definitions of the words in the margins of the short stories. The 
teachers did observe that the students used the GOs while reading.  
Once the students completed reading the story, they were directed to take the 
computer-generated (Google Form) reading-comprehension quiz that consisted of six 
short-answer essay questions (see Appendix C). The reading and the quiz occurred in a 
single one-hour class. The students were informed that the quizzes would not count as 
part of their overall course grade; in addition, the teachers gave clear directions to the 
students asking for their attention to the quiz and to try their best when answering the 
questions. With the researcher, the teachers created the rubric and graded both the 
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reading-comprehension quizzes for the pilot and current study together in four different 
meetings.  
Data Analysis 
To investigate the supportive nature of GOs for struggling readers, reading-
comprehension quizzes provide a dependent variable for measurement of reading 
support. For each class, students read two stories with GOs and two without. Class A read 
the second and fourth story using a teacher-generated GO, and Class B read the first and 
third story using a teacher-generated GO. For research question one, four independent-
samples t tests compared the reading-comprehension quiz scores for each quiz by 
treatment (GO or no GO) to learn whether the use of a teacher-generated GO improved 
the reading-comprehension quiz scores for struggling readers. Quiz performance was 
compared within each class by GO.  For research question two, a partial correlation was 
used to test the relationship between the use of teacher-generated GOs and reading 
comprehension when controlling for executive function composite (student and parent 
ratings of executive function, working memory, and inhibition). The EF composite was 
formed by standardizing (by normed means and standard deviations) the different 
neuropsychological tests, and then averaging across tests to form a composite score. The 
BRIEF SR-PR surveys give a high score for challenge with EF, whereas the WISC-V 
WMI, TOL, and STROOP give a low score for challenge with working memory and 
inhibition. To match the working memory and inhibition tests, the BRIEF –SR & –PR 
scores were reflected to show a low score for challenge with EF. 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS 
The purpose of this study was to investigate the relationship between reading 
comprehension and teacher-generated graphic organizers (GOs) as they support executive 
function for struggling readers. This study investigated two questions; the extent to which 
teacher-generated GOs support reading comprehension for struggling readers, and the 
extent to which there is a relationship between reading-comprehension score and GOs 
when controlling for executive function. Students identified as struggling with reading 
comprehension took five neuropsychological tests in a one-on-one setting to examine 
their executive function (i.e., working memory, inhibition, and attention). In addition, 
both students and parents filled out an executive-function survey. Students were assigned 
to one of two sections of a remedial English course, where they read four short stories, 
two stories with the support of a GO and two without. After reading each short story, the 
students took a subsequent reading-comprehension quiz. When Class A had a GO, Class 
B did not, which allowed for between-group comparisons. Independent-samples t tests 
were used to compare the reading-comprehension scores of the two classes. The data for 
all four stories met the assumptions for this analysis. The Shapiro–Wilk test (Mecklin, 
2007) test for normalcy was not statistically significant and the variance for the GO and 
no-GO groups did not differ by Levine’s test. This chapter includes the data analysis for 
the two research questions. There were no missing data in this study. 
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Research Question 1 
To what extent do teacher-generated graphic organizers improve reading 
comprehension for underachieving readers? 
The standardized reading-comprehension quiz scores for students reading with or 
without a GO were compared using independent-samples t tests for each quiz. Among the 
four stories there were no statistically significant differences between the groups. The 
different independent-samples t test values for the individual reading-comprehension quiz 
comparisons are shown in Table 6. 
Table 6 
Means, Standard Deviations, and Independent-Samples t Tests 
for Individual Story Reading-Comprehension Quizzes 
 
 Class A (n = 11) Class B (n = 10) t 
Story Mean SD Mean SD df = 19 
1. The Leap 13.59 1.71 12.15a 3.42 1.24 
2. The Rules of the Game 14.14a 3.25 12.75 1.89 1.21 
3. In Another Country 14.20 1.72 14.55a 1.84 0.44 
4. An Episode of War 11.55a 2.66 11.00 1.88 0.55 
Note. Nonparametric comparisons also confirm the results. 
a = Class used a teacher-generated GO. 
As a follow up, to investigate if a student did better the second time they used a 
GO compared with the first time they used a GO, paired-samples t tests were used to 
investigate within-group scores. A paired-samples t test within Class A (n = 11) for story 
2 (using a GO) and story 4 (using a second GO) showed no statistical significance t(10) = 
.74. Additionally, the paired-samples t test within Class B (n = 10) for story 1 (using a 
GO) and story 3 (using a second GO) showed no statistical significance t(9) = –.60. 
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Research Question 2 
To what extent do graphic organizers influence reading comprehension when 
controlling for executive function (EF; student and parent ratings of executive 
function, working memory, and inhibition)?  
Because student access to a teacher-generated GO the first time might have an 
effect on the reading-comprehension quiz score following the reading of three additional 
short stories, it was decided to use the first story to examine the effect of using a GO on 
reading-comprehension quiz score controlling for executive function (EF). Because the 
variables that make up or compose EF have different norm means and standard 
deviations, the variables were standardized and then a linear combination was obtained 
after reversing the value of the scores for BRIEF-SR and BRIEF-PR, WISC-V WMI, and 
TOWRE. The correlation between the EF composite and reading-comprehension quiz 
score was not statistically significant, r(19) = –.17. The point biserial correlation between 
EF composite and GO was not statistically significant, rpbi(19) = –.31. The point biserial 
correlation between GO and reading-comprehension quiz score for the first story was not 
statistically significant rpbi(19) = .10. Finally, a partial correlation between GO and quiz 
score, taking EF into account, was also not statistically significant, r(19) = .05. The 
decrease in the correlation, however, when controlling for EF may suggest that EF plays 
a role in the effect of a GO on reading-comprehension quiz score.  
Summary 
In summary, there was no statistical support for either of the two research 
questions. Furthermore, there was no difference between the first and second time the 
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students had access to a teacher-generated graphic organizer. Finally, the relationship 
between reading-comprehension quiz score and using a teacher-generated graphic 
organizer when controlling for executive function was not statistically significant. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, LIMITATIONS, DISCUSSION, AND IMPLICATIONS 
The purpose of this study was to investigate the relationship between reading 
comprehension and teacher-generated graphic organizers as they support executive 
function for struggling readers. This chapter includes four sections. The first section 
summarizes the research questions and subsequent study. A discussion of the limitations 
follows the summary. With these limitations in mind, findings are discussed. Finally, 
implications including suggestions for further research conclude the chapter. 
Summary of Study 
More than any other academic skill, school success is dependent on reading 
comprehension (Block, Rodgers, & Johnson, 2004; Kintsch & van Dijk, 1978). Reading 
is a complex process that is influenced by context, phonological awareness, executive 
function, and prior knowledge (Sanjosé, Vidal-Abarca, & Padilla, 2006). Text is like an 
iceberg, construction of meaning of text includes much more than being able to simply 
recognize what is written on the page (Kintsch & van Dijk, 1978). A substantial amount 
of research has focused on understanding why an estimate of 10% to 25% of those who 
struggle with reading, or about 3% of the school-age population, have poor- reading-
comprehension skills but successfully can identify and pronounce words (Locascio 
Mahone, Eason, & Cuting, 2010). To understand why these students show reading-
comprehension struggles despite being accurate readers, research focuses on deficits in 
executive function. A typical investigation of struggling readers and executive function 
will include individual neuropsychological testing to measure the role of executive 
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function during the reading process. These tests must be implemented individually, in the 
laboratory, in a one-on-one setting (Cutting et al., 2009; Locascio et al., 2010). Although 
this path for investigation has its strengths, it leaves the classroom out of the equation.  
Research also pointed to classroom instructional tools that may support students 
who struggle with reading comprehension (Snow, 2002). Teacher-generated graphic 
organizers (GOs) are one such studied and recommended tool (Dye, 2000; Kim Vaughn, 
Wanzek, & Wie, 2004; Robinson, 1995). When teachers spend time instructing students 
how to use one or more reading strategy, student reading-comprehension scores increase 
(Biancarosa & Snow, 2004). It is valuable for teachers to provide reading-comprehension 
support for all students, and it is particularly important and valuable for educators to 
employ tools like teacher-generated GOs that enhance the understanding of text for 
students who struggle with reading (Kim et al., 2004). Teacher-generated graphic 
organizers are a useful tool that educators can quickly create and offer to their students to 
support reading comprehension. Not only does the visual presentation allow students to 
include their visual memory to support reading but also the organization directs student 
attention and economizes information so as not to overwhelm verbal working memory 
(Mayer, 2002; Vekiri, 2002). Directing attention and assistance with highlighting central 
ideas contained in the text, GOs assist with reading comprehension in multilayered ways 
(Robinson et al., 2011). Research suggests that students who struggle with reading 
comprehension may benefit more from GOs than their peers who read at grade level 
(O’Donnell et al., 2002). Although there is a large body of research directed toward the 
use of GOs to comprehend text (Cook, 2006; Crooks, White, & Barnard, 2007), most 
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research participants are university students and typically research does not measure 
reading-comprehension ability with neuropsychological testing at the start of these 
studies. The current research base is missing an important and vulnerable population, 
those who have been identified as reading below grade-level but have grade-level 
phonological awareness.  
This study furthers current research in the area of those readers who decode yet 
struggle to comprehend grade-level text. In addition, this study strove to further the 
research that connects the processes included in executive function (attention, inhibition, 
and working memory) to reading comprehension. The current research base continues to 
separate the work with executive function in the laboratory in one-on-one testing 
environments, whereas the research with GOs and other reading supports continues in the 
classroom in whole-group learning environments. The combination of both one-on-one 
neuropsychological testing with whole-group learning environments should offer a 
unique and supportive insight into the world of the struggling reader in the classroom. 
In August of 2015, the executive function (attention, inhibition, and working 
memory) and word reading for a group of high-school struggling readers were measured 
in a one-on-one setting. The study continued in October of 2015, with a short-story unit. 
Divided between two thematic topics, four stories were matched by subject and lexile. 
There were 11 students in class A and 10 in class B (N = 21). Class A had access to a 
teacher-generated GO for stories two and four, whereas class B had access to a teacher-
generated GO for stories one and three. Immediately after reading a story, the students 
took a six-question short-answer reading-comprehension quiz.  
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Summary of Findings 
The current study investigated the extent to which GOs support reading-
comprehension quiz score and the correlation between reading-comprehension quiz score 
and GO when controlling for executive function. The findings as organized by research 
question are presented in this section. 
Research Question 1 
To what extent do teacher-generated graphic organizers improve reading 
comprehension for underachieving readers? 
When compared, independent-samples t tests showed there was no statistically 
significant difference between classes on reading quiz scores. For three of the four 
stories, however, the reading-comprehension quiz mean scores numerically were 
different, favoring the class that had access to a teacher-generated GO. Upon further 
analysis, there was no difference between the first and second time a student had access 
to a GO.  
Research Question 2 
To what extent do graphic organizers influence reading comprehension when 
controlling for executive function (EF; student and parent ratings of executive 
function, working memory, and inhibition)? 
As would be expected from the results of Research Question 1, there was not a 
statistically significant relationship between GO and quiz score. There was not a 
substantive change in the correlation coefficient between GO and quiz score when 
controlling for EF. In addition, the correlation between EF and quiz score was not 
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statistically significant. The hypothesis that GOs would support those students with low-
EF composite scores was not supported by the data. 
Limitations 
First, there are limitations with the sample size. The sample size is small (N = 21), 
and thus there may not be sufficient statistical power to detect an effect even if there was 
one (i.e., possible Type II error). The small sample may have influenced the results of 
both research questions. This sample is comparable in size, however, to other research 
studies that investigate using this particular subset of students who struggle with reading 
comprehension. The sample was not random; the students came from a private Roman 
Catholic school, which may limit the generalizability only to similar settings.  
The order of teacher-generated GO is a design flaw. Counterbalancing the order 
of GO across classrooms confounded the effect of GO use order with any differences due 
to the teacher. Students were presented with GOs on multiple occasions. When presenting 
students with GOs on multiple occasions, their familiarity or use of the GO may be 
different. For example, students might have attained some reading-comprehension skills 
from their first experience with a GO. Independent-samples t test comparison between 
groups showed there was no difference between the groups. It appears that the second 
time a student had access to a teacher-generated GO, there was no statistically significant 
improvement from using a GO with the first story. 
There may be a limitation with students choosing to use the teacher-generated 
GOs at the start of the school year. The teachers were concerned that, because they did 
not have a rapport built with the students, they may not have been able to convince the 
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students to engage fully with the use of the GOs. Present in the classroom during the 
study were the teacher and the researcher. Observations were made that students were 
looking at the GOs as they read and took the quizzes.  
The time dedicated to introducing the GOs, about 10-minutes per class, may not 
have provided enough time for the students to understand the power of the GO.  Students 
may not have engaged with using the GOs as they didn’t have time to practice using a 
GO with their instructor.  In addition, the quizzes were not included in the teacher 
gradebook, by choice of the school, this may have effected the motivation of the student 
to use the GO and make full answers on the quizzes. The teachers and researcher 
observed that the students were referencing at the GOs and when grading the quizzes it 
was observed that all students answered the questions fully, the teachers and researcher 
did not observe any minimal or blank answers. 
The students were tested individually before the school year began, which helped 
with finding the time to work with them one on one, but might have added a summertime 
mental-state limitation. The students were enrolled in a summer-school course while they 
took the neuropsychological tests, and their participation in this setting, similar to an 
academic-year setting, may have helped offset any summer limitations.  
The development of both the reading-comprehension quizzes and GOs were built 
through careful and collective conversation.  Research has yet to identify the central 
pieces of a GO that make a GO useful for a struggling reader. The teachers met with 
challenges when developing the GO for the short stories, determining what parts of the 
plot were key and what would qualify as comprehending the short stories required 
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significant conversation and development time. It may be that the challenges confronted 
with the development of the GOs affected the power of the GOs. In addition, the reading-
comprehension quizzes may be a limitation to the study.  The quizzes may not have been 
sensitive enough to show an effect for GO. The quizzes were written during group 
meetings with the teachers and researcher, in addition, the quizzes were graded through 
building consensus among the teachers and researcher. 
Finally, there were some differences noted between the student-report BRIEF and 
the parent-report BRIEF. It may be that the students have a less clear impression of how 
they attend and inhibit distraction while in the classroom, and it is unknown if parents 
truly have a clear idea of how their children attend in a classroom, as they are not present 
to witness their work. For this research study, it was decided that it would not help to 
have the teachers fill out a BRIEF report, as they did not know their students well enough 
at the beginning of the school year. If the study had been conducted further into the 
school year, it may have been possible to use the BRIEF survey with the teachers; they 
may have had a clearer read of their students’ executive-function challenges in the 
classroom than the students or the parents. 
Discussion 
This study set out to investigate the use of GOs as a way to support executive 
function during reading comprehension for struggling readers. It is well known that the 
use of GOs as a support while reading is especially useful for students who struggle with 
reading comprehension (Crooks et al., 2007; Dexter & Hughes, 2011; Horton, Lovitt, & 
Beregerud, 1990; Katayama & Robinson, 2000; Robinson et al., 2011). With the backing 
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of both the construction-integration model of reading and cognitive-load theory, research 
shows that GOs assist with organizing what can be a chaotic experience. In addition, GOs 
help a fundamental yet limited resource, working memory, through the visual 
representation and organization of information presented in reading. Even though, for the 
first three stories, average numerical means favored the class that had access to a teacher-
generated GO. Although the students who were enrolled in the English Extension course 
struggle with reading comprehension, this study did not show that the use of a teacher-
generated GO increased their reading-comprehension quiz scores.  
Executive function may hold a fundamental role in reading comprehension. Even 
though understanding the overall role of executive function remains an important 
research question (Nation & Snowling, 1997; Kieffer, Vukovic, & Berry, 2013). 
Furthermore, students who struggle wth reading comprehension have been shown to 
improve on science-based reading-comprehension tests after using GOs (Horton et al., 
1990), that is, students better recall the central ideas when they learn from a GO than 
when they learn solely from the text (O’Donnell, Dansereau, & Hall, 2002). Although 
this study did not show statistical significance, the investigation by adding a classroom 
component to neuropsychological testing, adds an important perspective to current 
research. Also, the classroom component of this study adds to the large research base on 
GOs in the school context (Borella et al., 2010; Clark & Mayer, 2008; Crooks et al., 
2007; Dexter & Hughes, 2011; Dye, 2000; Katayama & Robinson, 2000; Mayer, 2002; 
Nesbit & Adesope, 2006; Nigg, 2000). 
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Implications 
There are several implications as a result of this study. This section will cover 
both implications for research and implications for the practice of teachers.  
Implications for Research 
The combination of neuropsychological and classroom testing for this research 
study has strengths as a model for research. To better understand the individual 
characteristics of a struggling reader and combine classroom support tools to identify and 
then address the combination of individual and classroom heterogeneity has great 
potential to increase the research base that supports struggling readers. Taking a lesson 
from this research study, sample size is a fundamental consideration and future research 
should work to increase the sample size so that there is sufficient power to detect 
statistical significance. 
Continuing one-on-one neuropsychological testing of students to identify the 
component pieces of executive function supports students who struggle with executive 
function and those students who struggle with reading comprehension. Research should 
continue to not only investigate the component pieces of executive function, but also 
generate more data to support the outcomes of the different neuropsychological tests 
included in this study. 
Although it is difficult to isolate the effect of the teacher because of a confound 
with story order, it is possible that the teachers affected the students’ success using the 
GO. Teacher B reported that they had different opinions as to how GOs would typically 
support reading comprehension in a classroom setting. Teacher A was more likely to use 
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a GO on her own than Teacher B. Further research should look at the role of teacher 
engagement with a GO as a reading-comprehension support tool.  
Adding a qualitative component to this research study may provide important 
window into the minds of the students.  It would be useful to hear student reflections on 
the usefulness of the GO, how they believe the GO helped them comprehend, would they 
continue to use a GO, and why did they or didn’t they use the GO while reading. 
Finally, pursuing further development of the students’ facility with use of GOs 
may be an interesting avenue to pursue. Students may need time to understand the power 
of a GO. Extending the length of the study may allow a teacher to encourage and grow 
student interest in using GOs while reading. Fading the completely filled in GO to a 
partially-complete GOs may also provide students the encouragement to use the GO that 
they need while developing their system to use a GO while reading. 
Implications for the Practice of Teachers 
The RAND reading study group (RRSG; Snow, 2002) calls on teachers to use 
several different types of reading supports to encourage grade-level reading 
comprehension. In addition, one of the eight different instructional tools suggested is the 
use of a GO (RRSG; Snow, 2002).  High-school classrooms will continue to be a 
heterogeneous combination of students at varying levels of reading comprehension skill, 
and educators require a well-developed research base of reading interventions that are not 
only easy to implement but offer students who struggle with reading comprehension 
support with reading. In a meta-analysis, Dexter and Hughes (2011) suggested that when 
teachers spend more time highlighting information contained in complex science through 
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teacher-generated GOs, students show higher retention and transfer scores. Taking a lead 
from the current study, research based in the classroom should continue to study the 
characteristics of the implementation of and the duration of use of teacher-generated GOs 
as a way to support struggling readers in the classroom. 
Designing and engaging students with teacher-generated GOs that support reading 
comprehension for struggling readers should be done with the knowledge of the 
characteristics that best combine to create a useful teacher-generated GO. There are many 
characteristics that combine to make the most useful teacher-generated GOs; boxes, 
nodes, arrows, graphics, and orientation on the page are a few examples. It is incumbent 
on educators to succinctly identify the important components of a short story so as to 
make a clear and useful GO. Of equal if not more impact, educators should take seriously 
the way GOs are introduced to their students. Teachers should consider the influence they 
hold on their students when introducing a teacher-generated GO as an important way to 
improve reading comprehension. GOs should be a part of a well-designed and explicitly 
taught instructional tool box.  When GOs are used effectively by teachers, students who 
struggle with reading comprehension will benefit.  
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TEACHER CONSENT FOR RESEARCH PARTICIPATION 
Purpose and Background 
Elaine Barry, a doctoral candidate at the University of San Francisco, is doing a study on 
the effect of Graphic Organizers on the reading comprehension scores for 9th grade 
remedial English students.  You were recommended by the Principal and Assistant 
Principal for Academic Life as a teacher who might be interested in participating in this 
study. 
 
Procedures 
The procedures for this study will take place during your English Extension period.  By 
agreeing to participate in this study, you are asked to fulfill the following research 
components: 
1. Presenting and describing why the students should use a graphic organizer for 
every other story (two of the four short stories) read in class.   
2. After allowing 45 minutes to the students to read a short story, you will 
administer a four to five question reading comprehension quiz at the end of 
each class. 
3. Correcting the reading comprehension quizzes using the pre-designed rubric. 
 
Risks and/or Discomforts 
Participation in this research will mean a loss of your confidentiality, but every attempt 
will be made to keep your participation in the study confidential.  Your identity will not 
be used in any reports or publications resulting from the study. 
 
Benefits  
There is no direct benefit to you for participating in this study; however, you may gain a 
deeper understanding of how graphic organizers assist student text comprehension.  You 
may also learn more about creating your own graphic organizers to support the reading 
comprehension of your students. 
 
Costs 
There will be no cost to you for participating in this study. 
 
Payment/Reimbursement 
No monetary reimbursement will be given to you for participating in this study; however, 
all reading materials purchased for the class lessons will be yours to keep. 
Questions 
If you have questions or comments about the study, first contact the researcher, Elaine 
Barry by calling XXXXX.  If for some reason you do not wish to do so, you may contact 
the IRBPHS, which is concerned with the protection of volunteers in research studies.  
You may reach the IRBPHS office by email IRBPHS@usfca.edu, call (415) 422-6091, or 
by writing to the IRBPHS, School of Education Building, University of San Francisco, 
2130 Fulton Street, San Francisco, CA 94117-1080. 
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Consent 
Participation in this research is voluntary.  If you agree to participate, please keep one 
copy of this document for your records and sign and return one copy to the researcher. 
 
Thank you, 
Elaine Barry 
Doctoral Student, University of San Francisco 
 
TEACHER CONSENT FOR RESAERCH PARTICIPATION CONSENT FORM 
 
 
____________I agree to participate in this study. 
____________I do not agree to participate in this study. 
 
 
Teacher Name        Title/Position 
 
Teacher’s Signature       Date 
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STUDENT AND PARENTAL CONSENT FOR RESEARCH PARTICIPATION 
Purpose and Background 
Elaine Barry, a doctoral candidate at the University of San Francisco, is conducting a 
dissertation study to investigate executive function, attention, inhibition, and working 
memory are central elements for successful reading comprehension (Locascio, Mahone, 
Eason, & Cutting, 2010; Pimperton & Nation, 2010; 2012). This study proposes to 
continue to identify the component parts of executive function as possible contributing 
factors to struggles with reading comprehension.  In addition, this study strives to include 
a classroom component to add to the research that combines cognitive measures with 
classroom instruction. Freshmen placed in English Extension will read four short stories 
where two of the four stories will be accompanied by graphic organizers to support 
comprehension.  The study will look to see to what extent teacher created graphic 
organizers support students who show challenges with reading comprehension, working 
memory and/or inhibition control. 
There are two parts to this study.  First, in August, the students will take 4 cognitive tests 
that measure executive function, attention, and inhibition during a one on one meeting 
with trained professionals.  Second, as part of their regular English curriculum, the 
students will read four short stories, “The Leap” by Louise Erdich, “The Rules of the 
Game” by Amy Tan, “In Another Country” by Ernest Hemingway, and “An Episode of 
War” by Stephen Crane.  The students will not have read these stories before.  Each story 
will be read and the quiz will be taken during one 60minute class period.  The quizzes 
will be taken through the use of Google Forms.  The teacher will take time in between the 
four stories to discuss the stories further as part of the typical class unit.  At the end of the 
semester the families will receive a detailed report on their students executive function 
strengths and challenges along with their reading comprehension scores. 
Procedures 
The procedures for the study will take place in August and September and the reading 
comprehension will be part of the regular English Extension course.  If you agree to 
allow your child to be in this study, you are giving consent for your student’s reading 
comprehension scores to be included in the researcher’s dissertation study data collection. 
 
Risks and/or Discomforts 
It is unlikely that any item on any of the quizzes will make your child fee uncomfortable 
but your child may decline to answer a test item if he or she chooses.  Participation in this 
research may mean a loss of your child’s confidentiality, but every attempt will be made 
to keep your child’s individual results confidential.  No individual identities will be used 
in any reports or publications resulting from the study. 
 
Benefits 
There is no direct benefit to you or your child for participating in this study. 
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Costs 
There will be no cost to you or your child for participating in this study. 
 
Questions 
If you have questions or comments about this study, first contact the researcher, Elaine 
Barry by calling XXXXX.  If for some reason you do not wish to do so, you may contact 
the IRBPHS, which is concerned with the protection of volunteers in research studies.  
You may reach the IRBPHS office by email IRBPHS@usfca.edu, call (415) 422-6091, or 
by writing to the IRBPHS, School of Education Building, University of San Francisco, 
2130 Fulton Street, San Francisco, CA 94117-1080. 
 
Consent 
Participation in this research study is voluntary.  Although your child will be expected to 
participate in the classroom activities described above, allowing your child’s scores to be 
included in the researcher’s data collection is voluntary. 
 
If you agree to allow your child to participate, please keep one copy for your records and 
sign one copy and return it as soon as possible. 
 
Executive Function Testing 
At your earliest convenience, please sign your student up to begin the first part of the 
study in August.  There are individual testing times available on August 13th, 14th, and 
28th.  Follow this link to a sign up sheet http://tinyurl.com/SHPexecutivefunction .  If 
your student is part of the Academic Edge program, their teachers will allow them release 
time to attend one of the testing sessions while on campus. 
 
I am available to discuss this study and any other questions/concerns you may have.  
Please do not hesitate to call me XXXXX. 
 
 
Thank you, 
Elaine Barry 
Doctoral Student, University of San Francisco 
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STUDENT CONSENT FOR RESEARCH PARTICIPATION 
CONSENT FORM 
 
 
________________________________________ 
PRINT STUDENT NAME 
 
Place an “X” on one line 
 
______________ I agree to participate in this study. 
 
______________ I do not agree to participate in this study. 
 
 
 
Student Signature       Date 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PARENTAL CONSENT FOR RESEARCH PARTICIPATION 
CONSENT FORM 
 
________________________________________ 
PRINT PARENT NAME 
 
Place an “X” on one line 
 
______________ I agree to allow my child to participate in this study. 
 
______________ I do not agree to allow my child to participate in this study. 
 
 
 
 
Parent Signature      Date 
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Rules of the Game – Amy Tan 
Directions:  Please read the following short story.  After you have finished reading, you 
will be directed to a reading comprehension quiz (Google Form). The vocabulary is also 
underlined in the story and the definitions are to the right side of the text.  You can take 
notes on the story. You will also be able to use this document when taking your reading 
comprehension quiz. 
 
*For this story you will have access to a graphic organizer that contains the essential 
elements of the story.  You may use the graphic organizer while reading and can write 
notes on the page.  You will be able to use the graphic organizer during your reading 
comprehension quiz. 
Word 
(Line number) 
Definition 
Curio 
(15) 
A small and unusual object that is considered interesting or 
attractive 
Crammed 
(32) 
To fill (something) so that there is no room for anything else: 
to fill (something) completely 
Pungent 
(35) 
Having a strong, sharp taste or smell 
Eluded 
(37) 
To avoid or escape (someone or something) by being quick, 
skillful, or clever 
Deftly 
(45) 
Skillful and clever 
Solemnly 
(96) 
Very serious or formal in manner, behavior, or expression 
Elaborate 
(131) 
Made or done with great care or with much detail 
Relented 
(140) 
To agree to do or accept something that you have been 
resisting or opposing 
Endgame 
(175) 
Final stage of the game 
  Adversary 
  (177) 
Opponent 
  
94 
  Retort 
  (201) 
A sharp or angry reply 
 
  Malodorous 
 (285)  
 
 Terrible smell 
 Careened  
(342) 
 
To move swiftly in an uncontrolled way 
 
Summary –  
A story that examines cultural differences, the experience of first versus second-
generation immigrants, and the experience of a young chess prodigy, chronicles the rise 
of a young chess champion, Meimei (a.k.a “little sister”). Living in Chinatown, a 
culturally rich neighborhood in San Francisco, Waverly Place is the youngest of three 
children and the only daughter born of Chinese immigrants. Meimei, born in San 
Francsico, is taught at an early age many culturally Chinese social moray’s, one of which 
is “you must remain quiet to win”. This theme is exposed at the start of the story and is 
challenged through Meimei’s experiences with Chess competition throughout the story. 
At a Christmas party the children are given a used chess set. While Meimei’s mother’s 
pride doesn’t permit her to submit to needing charity, another example of a cultural 
lesson taught to Meimei, the brothers enjoy learning how to play chess. Meimei, being 
competitive of spirit sets her mind to becoming a better chess player than her brothers.  
From here her experiences blossom from playing with the older generations in the park to 
joining competitions and winning national competitions. With this success, Meimei’s 
mother changes some typical roles in the household, mandating that her brothers help 
with the household chores while Meimei practices her chess game. When Meimei asks 
her mother to boast less about her chess successes and her mother calls her stupid, 
Meimei runs away from home. The climax and open ended ending of the story when she 
returns home later that same afternoon leaves the reader wondering what Meimei’s next 
move will be. 
Reading Comp questions –   
Access and Retrieve 
(1) What is the main character’s official name, and why was she given that name? 
(2) First, list the gifts Mei Mei and her brothers (Vincent and Winston) receive at the 
Christmas party. Next, describe how their mother reacts to these gifts at the party. 
Finally, discuss how she reacts to the gifts once at home with her family. 
Integrate and Interpret 
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 (3) How do the household rules change as Meimei begins to win chess tournaments? 
Why? 
 
(4) Towards the end of the story, Mei Mei’s mother says, "We not concerning this girl. 
This girl not have concerning for us" (Line 372-373)? What does this comment reveal 
about Meimei's mother's behavioral expectations of her daughter? 
(5) What does the following passage reveal about Meimei’s attitude towards her mother: 
“In my head, I saw a chessboard with sixty-four black and white squares. Opposite me 
was my opponent, two angry black slits. She wore a triumphant smile. ‘Strongest wind 
cannot be seen,’ she said. Her black men advanced across the plane, slowly marching to 
each successive level as a single unit. My white pieces screamed as they scurried and fell 
off the board one by one” (Lines 378-383)? 
(6) Other than the rules of a chess game, what else do you think Amy Tan may be 
referring to in her title “Rules of the Game”? Make sure to provide an explanation to 
support your answer. 
 
Self-Regulation and Motivation questions -   Please rate how you feel about the 
following statements.   
1 = I strongly disagree, 2 = I disagree,  3 = I agree, and  4 = I strongly agree 
 
1. I was interested in the content of the story. 
1(strongly disagree)  2    3 4(strongly agree) 
2. I believe I understood the story 
1(strongly disagree)  2    3 4(strongly agree) 
3. I think I did well on the quiz. 
1(strongly disagree)  2    3 4(strongly agree) 
4. **If you read a story accompanied by a graphic organizer, please answer the 
following question;  I used the information included in the graphic organizer to 
answer the reading comprehension questions. 
1(strongly disagree)  2    3 4(strongly agree) 
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The Leap - Louise Erdich 
Directions:  Please read the following short story.  After you have finished reading, you 
will be directed to a reading comprehension quiz (google form).  Definitions of words 
that may be unfamiliar are included in the table below.  The vocabulary is also underlined 
in the story and the definitions are to the right side of the text. You can take notes on the 
story. You will also be able to use this document when taking your reading 
comprehension test. 
 *For this story you will have access to a graphic organizer that contains the essential 
elements of the story.  You may use the graphic organizer while reading and can write 
notes on the page.  You will be able to use the graphic organizer during your reading 
comprehension quiz. 
Word 
(Line number) 
Definition 
Encroaching 
(2) 
To gradually move or go into an area that is beyond the usual 
or desired limits 
Cataracts 
(3) 
A condition in which a part of your eye (called the lens) 
becomes cloudy and you cannot see well 
Plumed 
(45) 
Provided with or adorned with a feather or group of feathers 
Vignette 
(47) 
A short written description 
Edifice 
(75) 
A large and usually impressive building (such as a church or 
government building) 
Extricating 
(95) 
To free or remove (someone or something) from something 
(such as a trap or a difficult situation) 
Hemorrhaged 
(98) 
A condition in which a person bleeds too much and cannot 
stop the flow of blood 
Egocentrism 
(105) 
The act of being concerned with the individual rather than 
society 
Illiterate 
(126) 
Not knowing how to read or write 
Penmanship 
(131) 
The art or practice of writing by hand 
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Constricting 
(145) 
To make (something) narrower, smaller, or tighter 
Acreage 
(147) 
Land measured in acres 
Creosote 
(156) 
A brown, oily liquid used to keep wood from rotting 
Superannuated 
(164) 
Old and therefore no longer very effective or useful 
Ascended 
(187) 
To go up or to rise or move toward the sky 
Tentative 
(202) 
Not done with confidence, uncertain and hesitant 
Looming  
(215) 
To appear in an impressively great or exaggerated form 
 
 
Summary –  
A story of strength and love, the narrator tells of the three times her mother, now blind, 
saved her life. The first time her mother, a flying trapeze acrobat, saved her life, was 
before she was born. A part of the Flying Avalons, the narrator’s mother, Anna, was 
finishing her spectacular act as an electrical storm suddenly hit the small Pennsylvania 
town where she still lives. What the audience didn’t know was that she was seven months 
pregnant with the narrators older sister. Anna suffers burns to her hands and a broken arm 
(after the fact when the rescuer pulls her from the wreckage). As she recovers in the 
hospital, she gives birth to a stillborn daughter. 
During this time of tragedy and recovery, Anna meets the narrator’s father, the doctor 
who aided in her recovery from the fall. As Anna heals, the doctor teaches her how to 
read, a new way for Anna to “fly”. Not only does her mother fly as an acrobat and a 
reader, without sight in her latter years, she also moves effortlessly around their house. 
Anna and the doctor fall in love and choose to live in an inherited farmhouse in the same 
town. This is where the narrator is born.  Finally, when the narrator was seven and in the 
care of a babysitter, the house caught fire.  As the firefighters and her parents arrived, the 
house was engulfed in fire and the narrator was trapped in her room.  Seeing that the 
extension ladder was broken Anna used the broken ladder to climb the tree next to the 
house.  Deftly scaling a tree branch, she flies from the tree to the roof and swings into her 
daughter’s room by her heels, saving her daughter for the third time. 
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Reading Comp questions –   
Access and Retrieve 
 (1) Name all those who die in the story.  
 
(2) What sequence of events lead to the narrator’s mother ending up in the hospital? 
Integrate and Interpret 
(3) Provide two examples from the text where the narrator’s mother is described as an 
animal.  Explain what each description reveals or suggests about the mother’s character. 
 
(4) First, describe an important trait or quality of a trapeze artist.  Then, explain how this 
quality later benefits the narrator’s mother and those around her, after she no longer 
works as a trapeze artist. 
(5) What is the narrator’s attitude towards her mother? Provide two examples to support 
your opinion. 
(6) Authors often title their stories to convey a message to the reader. Aside from leaping 
as a trapeze artist, why do you think Louise Erdich titled her short story “The Leap”? 
 
Self-Regulation and Motivation questions -   Please rate how you feel about the 
following statements.   
1 = I strongly disagree, 2 = I disagree,  3 = I agree, and  4 = I strongly agree 
 
1. I was interested in the content of the story. 
1(strongly disagree)  2    3 4(strongly agree) 
2. I believe I understood the story 
1(strongly disagree)  2    3 4(strongly agree) 
3. I think I did well on the quiz. 
1(strongly disagree)  2    3 4(strongly agree) 
4. **If you read a story accompanied by a graphic organizer, please answer the 
following question;  I used the information included in the graphic organizer to 
answer the reading comprehension questions. 
1(strongly disagree)  2    3 4(strongly agree) 
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In Another Country - Ernest Hemingway 
Directions:  Please read the following short story.  After you have finished reading, you 
will be directed to a reading comprehension quiz (google form).  Definitions of words 
that may be unfamiliar are included in the table below.  The vocabulary is also underlined 
in the story and the definitions are to the right side of the text. You can take notes on the 
story. You will also be able to use this document when taking your reading 
comprehension test. 
  *For this story you will have access to a graphic organizer that contains the essential 
elements of the story.  You may use the graphic organizer while reading and can write 
notes on the page.  You will be able to use the graphic organizer during your reading 
comprehension quiz. 
Word 
(Line number) 
Definition 
Game 
(4) 
Wild animals hunted for sport or food. 
Communist 
(45) 
A person who believes in communism.  Communism is a 
way of organizing a society in which the government owns 
the things that are used to make and transport products (such 
as land, oil, factories, ships, etc.) and there is no privately 
owned property 
Invalided 
(178) 
Suffering from disease or disability (sickly). 
  
 
Summary –  
A young American soldier living in Milan walks every day to the same hospital to try and 
rehabilitate his injured leg.  At the hospital, the soldier meets and makes friends with an 
Italian (former fencer) who injured his hand in an industrial accident.  The doctor caring 
for them shows them pictures of before and after hands to show them that the machines 
that they strap their body parts to for rehabilitation, works.  The italian does not believe 
that it will help his hand, yet he continues to show up every day. 
There were three other men that worked on the “machines” each day. After they were 
finished with the machines, sometimes they would go to a cafe together.  Each of the men 
had medals from the war, one of the men had three and he had seen so much death that he 
seemed to be a bit detached from reality.   The American had to tell his friends how he 
got his medals and it turns out that he while he was injured, he was not injured in battle 
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and the Italians had given him a medal for being an American.  He was very scared to 
return to the “front”.  The boys stopped hanging out at the cafe after that. 
The major, the great fencer, began to speak to the American.  The American told the 
major that he thought Italian was easy to speak, from then on the Major corrected the 
American’s grammar and showed him that Italian is not that easy. One day, the major 
asks the American what he plans to do after the war.  The American plans to go home 
and get married.  The Major sternly advises the American to never get married, unless he 
wants to lose everything.  A moment later the major apologizes to the American and 
explains that his wife had just died.  The doctor tells the American that his wife had died 
of pneumonia 
 
Reading Comp questions –   
Access and Retrieve 
(1) What is the function of the machines? 
(2) What specifically happened to the Major’s wife?  Provide two reasons why this event 
is unexpected and devastating. 
Integrate and Interpret 
(3) What mood is created in the opening paragraph, and how does the author create this 
mood? Give two specific examples from the short story to support your response. 
 
(4) Carefully reread lines 89 - 114. Discuss one difference between the narrator and the 
soldiers.  What does this difference reveal about the narrator's perception of what it 
means to be a soldier? 
 
(5) The “machine” keeps appearing in the story. What is the attitude of the narrator 
towards the “machine”? 
 
(6) Carefully reread the following passage: “When he came back, there were large framed 
photographs around the wall, of all sorts of wounds before and after they had been cured 
by the machines. In front of the machine the major used were three photographs of hands 
like his that were completely restored” (Lines 181-185). Why do you think the Doctor 
hung these photographs? 
 
Self-Regulation and Motivation questions -   Please rate how you feel about the 
following statements.   
1 = I strongly disagree, 2 = I disagree,  3 = I agree, and  4 = I strongly agree 
 
1. I was interested in the content of the story. 
1(strongly disagree)  2    3 4(strongly agree) 
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2. I believe I understood the story 
1(strongly disagree)  2    3 4(strongly agree) 
3. I think I did well on the quiz. 
1(strongly disagree)  2    3 4(strongly agree) 
4. **If you read a story accompanied by a graphic organizer, please answer the 
following question;  I used the information included in the graphic organizer to 
answer the reading comprehension questions. 
1(strongly disagree)  2    3 4(strongly agree) 
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An Episode of War - Stephen Crane 
Directions:  Please read the following short story.  After you have finished reading, you 
will be directed to a reading comprehension quiz (google form).  Definitions of words 
that may be unfamiliar are included in the table below.  The vocabulary is also underlined 
in the story and the definitions are to the right side of the text.  You can take notes on the 
story. You will also be able to use this document when taking your reading 
comprehension test. 
  *For this story you will have access to a graphic organizer that contains the essential 
elements of the story.  You may use the graphic organizer while reading and can write 
notes on the page.  You will be able to use the graphic organizer during your reading 
comprehension quiz. 
Word 
(Line number) 
Definition 
Breastwork 
(4) 
In	war,	a	temporary	barrier	about	chest	high	to	defend	against	enemy	fire 
Crevices 
(7) 
A narrow opening or crack in a hard surface and especially in 
rock 
Thronging 
(10) 
Flock or be present in large numbers 
Hilt 
(27) 
The handle of a sword or dagger 
Stupefaction 
(32) 
The act of shocking or surprising (someone) very much 
Trident 
(32) 
 A spear that has three points and that looks like a large fork 
  
Sceptre 
(32) 
A long decorated stick that is carried by a king or queen 
Spade 
(33) 
A digging implement adapted for being pushed into the 
ground with the foot 
Sheath 
(33) 
To put a cover on a sword 
Scabbard 
(35) 
A protective case for a sword that covers the blade 
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Potentates 
(47) 
A powerful ruler 
Bugler 
(72) 
A person who sounds (plays) a Bugle 
Maniacal 
(73) 
Affected with or suggestive of madness 
Tumultuous 
(77) 
Loud, excited, and emotional 
Aggregation 
(83) 
A group, body, or mass composed of many distinct parts or 
individuals 
Save 
(87) 
Except 
Interminable 
(117) 
Endless 
Contempt 
(127) 
A feeling that someone or something is not worthy of any 
respect or approval 
Meek 
(135) 
Having or showing a quiet and gentle nature: not wanting to 
fight or argue with other people 
 
Summary –  
As the Lieutenant is dividing up the precious coffee with his sword to be shared among 
all the soldiers, a bullet hits him in his right arm.  The young lieutenant is shocked by the 
occurrence and tries to put his sword back in its holder but can’t.  The bullet hit his right 
arm and he is in shock.  Much of the action is going in slow motion as the lieutenant 
realizes he’s just been hit.  As he walks through the camp to get help he makes 
observations that only someone who has slowed down can make.  He sees the movement 
of the soldiers, the commanders and the carts with cannons as they prepare to retaliate for 
the shots from the other side. 
The lieutenant arrives near the hospital camp and someone puts a cover on his arm.  He 
sees many wounded and one man he is sure is about to die.  At the sight of the dying 
man, the lieutenant panics and wants to run to him and warn him he is dying.  A surgeon 
sees him and takes a look at his arm.  The surgeon invites him into the hospital room, a 
refurbished school house, telling him that he won’t amputate.  The doctor does amputate 
his arm.  The final scene is of the lieutenant arriving home to his family who are so sad 
his arm is gone, yet the lieutenant wishes they understood that it could have been worse. 
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Reading Comp questions –   
Access and Retrieve 
(1) While he is dividing the coffee grounds, what happens to the lieutenant? 
(2) Why does the lieutenant finally agree to enter the operating room with the doctor? 
What happens to the lieutenant as a result? 
Integrate and Interpret 
(3) Read this quote carefully: “He gripped [the sword] at the middle of the blade, 
awkwardly. Turning his eyes from the hostile wood, he looked at the sword as he held it 
there, and seemed puzzled as to what to do with it, where to put it. In short, this weapon 
had all of a sudden become a strange thing to him. He looked at it in a kind of 
stupefaction, as if he had been endowed with a trident, a sceptre, or a spade” (Lines 26-
33).  Why is the sword compared to “a “trident, a sceptre, or a spade”? 
 
(4) What does the narrator mean when he says, “and makes the other men understand 
sometimes that they are little” (Lines 47 - 48)? 
(5) What does this statement reveal about the lieutenant: “I don’t suppose it matters as 
much as all that” (Lines 146-147)? 
(6) What does this story suggest about war? 
Self-Regulation and Motivation questions -   Please rate how you feel about the 
following statements.   
1 = I strongly disagree, 2 = I disagree,  3 = I agree, and  4 = I strongly agree 
 
1. I was interested in the content of the story. 
1(strongly disagree)  2    3 4(strongly agree) 
2. I believe I understood the story 
1(strongly disagree)  2    3 4(strongly agree) 
3. I think I did well on the quiz. 
1(strongly disagree)  2    3 4(strongly agree) 
4. **If you read a story accompanied by a graphic organizer, please answer the 
following question;  I used the information included in the graphic organizer to 
answer the reading comprehension questions. 
1(strongly disagree)  2    3 4(strongly agree) 
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Quiz Questions and Adjustments 
 
Story 
Name 
Reason for 
Adjustme
nt 
Original Question Adjusted Question 
The Leap All 
answers 
were the 
same. 
 
#1 What was the name of the 
Flying Trapeze group? 
Name all those who die in 
the story. 
 Teacher 
wanted 
more 
clarity. 
#2 Why did the narrator’s 
mother have to go to the 
hospital? 
What sequence of events 
lead to the narrator’s 
mother ending up in the 
hospital? 
  
Low item 
total 
correlation 
r = .02 
 
#3 In this passage, why does 
the author use language 
associated with birds to 
describe Mr. and Mrs. 
Avalon: “They loved to drop 
gracefully from nowhere, like 
two sparkling birds, and blow 
kisses as they threw off their 
plumed helmets and high-
collared capes. They laughed 
and flirted openly as they beat 
their way up again on the 
trapeze bars. In the final 
vignette of their act, they 
actually would kiss in midair, 
pausing, almost hovering as 
they swooped past one 
another” (lines 45-49)? 
 
 
Provide two examples 
from the text where the 
narrator’s mother is 
described as an animal.  
Explain what each 
description reveals or 
suggests about the 
mother’s character. 
 Low item 
total 
correlation 
r = .31 
#4 Provide two examples 
when the narrator’s mother 
was blinded, either literally or 
figuratively, but could still 
see. 
First, describe an important 
trait or quality of a trapeze 
artist.  Then, explain how 
this quality later benefits 
the narrator’s mother and 
those around her, after she 
no longer works as a 
trapeze artist. 
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The Rules 
of the 
Game 
All 
answers the 
same. 
#1 What is the main 
characters official name? 
What is the main 
character’s official name, 
and why was she given that 
name? 
 All 
answers the 
same. 
#2 What gifts do the children 
receive at the Christmas 
party? 
First, list the gifts Mei Mei 
and her brothers (Vincent 
and Winston) receive at the 
Christmas party. Next, 
describe how their mother 
reacts to these gifts at the 
party. Finally, discuss how 
she reacts to the gifts once 
at home with her family. 
 Teachers 
wanted 
more 
clarity. 
#4 Why does Meimei’s 
mother say, "We not 
concerning this girl. This girl 
not have concerning for us" 
(Line 372-373)? What does 
this comment reveal about 
Meimei's mother's behavioral 
expectations of her daughter? 
Towards the end of the 
story, Mei Mei’s mother 
says, "We not concerning 
this girl. This girl not have 
concerning for us" (Line 
372-373)? What does this 
comment reveal about 
Meimei's mother's 
behavioral expectations of 
her daughter? 
 Low item 
total 
correlation. 
r = .08 
#6 Other than rules of a chess 
game, what else do you think 
Amy Tan may be referring to 
in her title, “The Rules of the 
Game”? 
Other than the rules of a 
chess game, what else do 
you think Amy Tan may be 
referring to in her title 
“Rules of the Game”? 
Make sure to provide an 
explanation to support your 
answer. 
An 
Episode 
of War 
All 
answers 
were the 
same. 
#2 How does the wife react 
when the lieutenant arrives 
home? 
Why does the lieutenant 
finally agree to enter the 
operating room with the 
doctor? What happens to 
the lieutenant as a result? 
 Low item 
total 
correlation 
r = –.01 
#3 Why do you think the 
author included this 
description: “He gripped [the 
sword] at the middle of the 
blade, awkwardly. Turning 
his eyes from the hostile 
Read this quote carefully: 
“He gripped [the sword] at 
the middle of the blade, 
awkwardly. Turning his 
eyes from the hostile 
wood, he looked at the 
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wood, he looked at the sword 
as he held it there, and 
seemed puzzled as to what to 
do with it, where to put it. In 
short, this weapon had all of a 
sudden become a strange 
thing to him. He looked at it 
in a kind of stupefaction, as if 
he had been endowed with a 
trident, a sceptre, or a spade” 
(Lines 26-33)? 
sword as he held it there, 
and seemed puzzled as to 
what to do with it, where to 
put it. In short, this weapon 
had all of a sudden become 
a strange thing to him. He 
looked at it in a kind of 
stupefaction, as if he had 
been endowed with a 
trident, a sceptre, or a 
spade” (Lines 26-33). Why 
is the sword compared to 
“a “trident, a sceptre, or a 
spade”? 
In 
Another 
Country 
All 
answers the 
same. 
#2 What happened to the 
Major’s wife? 
What specifically 
happened to the Major’s 
wife?  Provide two reasons 
why this event is 
unexpected and 
devastating. 
 Low item 
total 
correlation. 
r = .06 
#4 Carefully reread lines 107 
- 114. First, what does it 
mean to be a “hawk”? Then, 
in the narrator’s perspective, 
why isn’t he a “hawk”? 
Carefully reread lines 89-
114. Discuss one 
difference between the 
narrator and the soldiers.  
What does this difference 
reveal about the narrator's 
perception of what it 
means to be a soldier? 
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Reading Comprehension Rubric 
 
Student Name_____________________   Story: ____________________ 
 
 Very Good (3pts) Acceptable (2pts) Emerging (1pt) 
Access and 
Retrieve (1) 
Answer is accurate 
and complete. 
Answer is partly 
inaccurate and is not 
explained fully. 
Answer is not accurate nor 
explained fully using the 
text. 
Access and 
Retrieve (2) 
Answer is accurate 
and complete. 
Answer is partly 
inaccurate and is not 
explained fully. 
Answer is not accurate nor 
explained fully using the 
text. 
Integrate 
and 
Interpret (3) 
Answer all parts of the 
question and shows 
insight and an 
understanding of the 
meaning in the text 
Answer shows some 
understanding of the 
text. Answer is on topic, 
but reveals a surface-
level understanding of 
the text  
Answer reveals major gaps 
in understanding.  Some 
comments are off-topic, 
unclear, or inaccurate. 
Integrate 
and 
Interpret (4) 
Answer all parts of the 
question and shows 
insight and an 
understanding of the 
meaning in the text 
Answer shows some 
understanding of the 
text. Answer is on topic, 
but reveals a surface-
level understanding of 
the text  
Answer reveals major gaps 
in understanding.  Some 
comments are off-topic, 
unclear, or inaccurate. 
Integrate 
and 
Interpret (5) 
Answer all parts of the 
question and shows 
insight and an 
understanding of the 
meaning in the text 
Answer shows some 
understanding of the 
text. Answer is on topic, 
but reveals a surface-
level understanding of 
the text  
Answer reveals major gaps 
in understanding.  Some 
comments are off-topic, 
unclear, or inaccurate. 
Integrate 
and 
Interpret (6) 
Answer all parts of the 
question and shows 
insight and an 
understanding of the 
meaning in the text 
Answer shows some 
understanding of the 
text. Answer is on topic, 
but reveals a surface-
level understanding of 
the text  
Answer reveals major gaps 
in understanding.  Some 
comments are off-topic, 
unclear, or inaccurate. 
 
Overall Score: ____ / 18 
 
Comments: 
 
